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Executive Summary

Work package 2 concerns itself with energy-, time- and security-aware coordi-
nation and scheduling and as such bridges the gap between sequential energy-
, time- and security-aware application building blocks and their energy-,
time- and security-aware concurrent execution on heterogeneous multi-core
architectures. Coordination denotes a concept and methodology to organ-
ise a concurrent application as a set of independent, identifiable black-box
components with defined functional properties. Concurrently executing com-
ponents interact, communicate and synchronise with each other by means of
a streaming network.

We combine the programming model of component coordination with
space/time scheduling to answer the imminent question which component
(a.k.a. task) to run on which functional unit of a heterogeneous system archi-
tecture at what time. Space/time scheduling (or mapping) is constrained by
energy budgets, execution time deadlines and security requirements. Within
this constrained solution space we optimise program execution according to
one or more objective functions such as minimising energy consumption,
minimising execution times or maximising security levels.

In the reporting period of Deliverable D2.2, we have focused on multi-
ple applications off-line (i.e. design time) as well as on-line (i.e. run time)
space/time scheduling. Consequently, this deliverable reports on the

1. development of the coordination compiler that performs the translation
of a component set description into a resource manager;

2. definition of the variety of component models compatible with the cur-
rent state of our toolchain;

3. development of a concrete coordination language to describe compo-
nentised application;

4. refinement of our previous off-line space/time scheduler, along with the
development of schedulability analyses for a future on-line scheduler
that we will develop in year 3;

5. generation of a run time resource manager where Energy, Time and
Security are accounted for;

6. application of our complete toolchain on TeamPlay use-cases.
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Chapter 1

Introduction2

Work package 2 addresses Energy-, Time-, Security-aware (ETS) coordi-
nation and scheduling. It bridges the gap between code-level description
and multi-core system-level execution and targets the question: How to exe-
cute ETS-constrained applications on multi-core architectures? As such work
package 2 borrows from and combines two so far disjoint established research
fields, namely coordination and real-time scheduETASg, and reaches out to-
wards two novel and evolving research fields, namely energy- and security-
awareness.

1.1 Objectives for year 2

• Increase the component model coverage of the coordination language
to integrate application composed of multiple independent tasks

• Consolidate the off-line scheduler to better handle interference

• Develop a run time environment where ETS properties are accounted
for in the choice of when and where components must be executed

1.2 Technical content

Work package 2 combines coordination and real-time technologies, two re-
search fields that so far have addressed the targeted problem from very dif-
ferent angles and with very different motivations and intentions. We extend
coordination to cover non-functional properties, namely energy, time and
security, and we extend real-time scheduling to address energy consumption
and security as equally important non-functional properties. Furthermore,
we amalgamate these so far isolated research and technology areas to bridge
the gap from abstract, high-level coordination-based descriptions of applica-
tions and their ETS constraints to the low-level execution on the hardware
platform of choice in such a way that the ETS constraints are met. We
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base our work on a combination of static guarantees and dynamic best-effort
technologies in accordance with application requirements.

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the coordination tool chain with the
description of all integrated elements. From a high-level description of an ap-
plication, this tool chain performs all required analyses and transformations
in order to schedule and map and application on a heterogeneous multi-core
platform. The outcome is a run time resource manager guaranteeing ETS
budgets and optimising for ETS objectives.

Chapter 3 precises the type of component model our tool chain is com-
patible with. Component models are defined both formally and concretely
as asked by the reviewing committee during the M21 review meeting. Com-
ponent models are contextualised according to the available literature from
the real-time and coordination communities. Due to the intrinsic differences,
component model integration states are also presented in this chapter.

Chapter 4 describes the coordination language currently implemented.
Explanations of each feature are given as well as the mapping between these
features and the requirements of component models described in Chapter
3. Technical implementation details are motivated against the plethora of
available tools and solutions.

Chapter 5 details the modifications required to relax the simplifying as-
sumption of T2.1 accounted in T2.2. Scheduling policy descriptions from
D2.1, both off-line and on-line techniques, are then corrected to accommo-
date the new constraints and interference brought by the context evolution
of this task including applications represented by multiple independent com-
ponents.

Chapter 6 presents all the constraints applied to a run time resource
manager. Such constraints are contextualised with the targeted platform
and run time environment. This pictures the code generation step of the
coordination compiler and its implementation.

Finally, Chapter 7 employs our tool chain on some use cases of the Team-
Play project. Feedback from our various industrial partners presented here
allow us to validate the applicability and usefulness of our tool chain.
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Chapter 2

Tool chain overview

This chapter provides an overview of the coordination tool chain developed
within the context of TeamPlay and based on an already available tool by
[Rou18]. The general goal of this tool chain is to generate C-code (Chap-
ter 6) that manages the run-time behaviour (Chapter 5) of an input set of
components described by a high-level coordination language (Chapter 4).

2.1 Tool workflow

Figure 2.1 summarises the workflow to build a coordinated application. The
three main inputs of the workflow are:

1. coordination file: describes the application structure (components and
their dependencies) as well as non-functional properties;

2. config file: provides practical configurations, e.g. target hardware de-
scriptions and security-level mission specifications, compiler passes to
apply, etc;

3. non-functional properties file(s): timing and energy information pro-
vided by various TeamPlay analysis tools;

4. object files: contain compiled C-code for all components and their ver-
sions.

Energy, timing and security information placed in the Non-Functional
Properties File (NFP) are gathered using the various tools of the different
partners. Depending on the targeted architecture, energy estimations are
given by UBRIS [KE15] together with AbsInt aiT [Absa] or by SDU with
powprofiler [SSR+19]. Timing information such as Worst-Case Execution
Time (WCET) is determined by AbsInt aiT [Absa] or by AbsInt TimeWeaver
[Absb], or it is extracted from timing information measurements available
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Figure 2.1: Coordination compiler tool chain

while using powprofiler. Finally, Security information is computed by INRIA
together with Absint aiT [Absa].

Different component versions can be compiled into different object files
with the help of WCC from TUHH [FLT06]. If the target architecture is
lacking support by WCC then component object files are produced by a
regular compiler, such as GCC1.

2.2 Syntactic & semantic analyses

The first element of our tool chain, the Syntactic & semantic analyses, parses
a coordination file and a configuration file to generate a first Intermediate
Representation (IR) corresponding to the system model. This IR includes the
set of components as well as the configuration for the target platform, the set
of analyses and transformations selected and ordered within the configuration
file. Relevant analyses and transformations for this work shall be presented
throughout this document.

1https://gcc.gnu.org/
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2.3 Scheduling policy generation

The second element of our tool chain, the Scheduling policy generator, cre-
ates, with the help of the ETS information found in the NFP file, a second
IR corresponding to the mapping and scheduling decided at this step. The
configuration file guides the scheduling policy generator to select the desired
scheduling policy. This either builds a schedule table for off-line scheduling
or performs a schedulability analysis proving whether the component set is
schedulable on the given platform or not.

2.4 Code generation

The third block of our tool chain, the Code generator, generates the C-
code for the targeted hardware and Operating System (OS) specified in the
configuration file. Generated schedules are also passed to this code generation
step, e.g. dispatching schedule tables if off-line schedule is selected.
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Chapter 3

Component models

This chapter provides a more precise account of the application models com-
patible with our coordination tool chain as requested by the expert panel
during the M21 review meeting.

3.1 TeamPlay coordination and component model

An application organised according to the coordination paradigm consists of
a collection of interacting components organised according to a component
model. A component model, a.k.a. workload model, describes the properties
of a real-time application. At a coarse grain, components compose the ap-
plication. At a finer grain, components infer component instances, known as
jobs. Each job corresponds to an instance of a component that is effectively
scheduled and executed on the platform. A component can generate multiple
jobs depending on its timing properties and the studied time window. Jobs
are ordered and job i must complete before job i + 1 [LL73]. Depending
on the level of abstraction and expressiveness of further component models,
properties defined for components and/or jobs include:

• WCET: an upper bound of any possible execution time,

• period: the frequency at which the component is ready for execution,

• deadline: the relative time (according to the period) at which the ex-
ecution must be completed,

• dependencies: predecessors/successors for each component constrain-
ing the execution order,

• versions: a set of different implementation for each component.

Differences between component models essentially come from the amount
of exhibited information (expressiveness), the amount of applications it can
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represent (flexibility), and the applied generalisation (abstraction level). For
a more exhaustive, yet non complete, list of component models we refer the
interested reader to [SY15].

More concretely, components are meaningful sequential application build-
ing blocks, implemented in a general-purpose programming language [GSS10].
Given the focus of critical embedded systems domain, we work with both
system-level programming languages C and C++. Hence, a component is
technically a callable C/C++ function with certain restrictions on its func-
tional behaviour, together with a set of non-functional properties i.e. timing,
energy and security. Nonetheless not all callable functions are components,
an extra specification by the application designer is required in order to make
a function become a component. Any function implementing a component
may call further functions according to the standard function call protocol
of the component implementation language of choice.

Components can be dependent or independent. In case of a dependency,
the set of dependent components can be represented as a data-flow graph.
Therefore, components can be seen either as a single black box or as a data-
flow graph of sub-components. Dependency among components is required
to express causality. If two components are causally dependent, execution of
one must be completed before execution of the second one may commence.

Similar to jobs, a data-flow graph instance is called an iteration, and a job
is a component instance inside an iteration. Then, the DAG may iteratively
execute until the end of time (or platform is shutdown). As opposed to
jobs, iteration j + 1 can start before the completion of iteration j as long
as job dependencies are satisfied. This allows us to exploit job parallelism,
i.e. pipelining [TPGM14].

For the scope of this work, we assume the following three hypotheses:

1. non-nested components: we do not allow a component to call another
component even when a dependency is present between the two. The
scheduler will be in charge of guaranteeing this dependency and the
transmission of data. However, a component is allowed to call regular
functions;

2. acyclic graph: we do not allow cycles in a graph of components. With-
out loss of generality, this work could be extended to account for cycles
with the help of initial data placed on back edges,

3. no pipelining : we do not allow pipelining among graph iterations,
i.e. an iteration of the graph must wait for the previous iteration to
complete. This is a restriction of the general case described in the
previous paragraph.

The reader might note similarities with the concept of tasks in the real-
time literature, e.g. [RDP17]. In our case, it is indeed an equivalent concept.
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In addition, tasks or components are also called actors by the dataflow com-
munity , e.g. [LM87], or runnable in the automotive domain, e.g. [BDN+16].
Hence, we acknowledge component = task = actor = runnable = graph node.

3.2 Component definition

The seminal work from Liu & Layland [LL73] defines a periodic task model
which we augmented in our previous deliverable D2.1. As a reminder, an
application consists of a set of n components {τ1, . . . , τn} where each com-
ponent τi = (Ci, Di, Ti, Ei, Si) is identified with a worst-case execution time
bound (WCET) Ci, a relative deadline Di, a period or minimal inter-arrival
time Ti, a worst-case energy consumption Ei and a security level Si. Each
component generates an infinite number of jobs released after at least Ti
time units. Each job deadline is relative to the release time of the job.

Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) will group dependent components of an
application into a meta-component, leaving the application described by one
or several graphs. A meta-component is a component-graph, or a graph of
components. Within each DAG, G = (V,A), the vertices in V represent the
components and the edges in A represent the causal dependencies between
components.

It is common in the real-time literature to attach timing properties (pe-
riod, deadline) at graph level. Thus, we augment the graph definition as
follows: G = (V,A,D, T,E, S). The ETS properties available in this defi-
nition make their corresponding definitions in the component definition op-
tional. Concretely with the example of the deadline property, it means that
all components of a graph must complete their execution before this dead-
line. However, it is still possible to specify an earlier deadline for some
specific component than the global one at graph level. This has an impact
on scheduling decisions.

The possibility to have ETS properties both at the graph level and at the
component level within a graph brings the need for a new component model.
We name this new component model Multi-Version Multi-Period Directed
Acyclic Graph (MVMPDAG) and formally define it in Section 3.4. Later, in
Chapter 5, we present a solution to schedule this new component model. We
show an application of our technology to the drone use-case in Chapter 7.

3.3 Component identification

Components are identified by the developer, usually through the coordi-
nation file. However, we impose to him/her that a component must be a
function that is not called by any other function of the application. The call
will be done by the scheduler, as an example, you may think of a function
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that is passed to pthread_create from the POSIX1 standard.
To be used by our coordination tool chain, each component must be

identified in the Coordination file used as an input of our tool chain, see
Chapter 2. Alternatively, we have been working with our partner USTAN
on CSL annotations to specify which functions are components. These an-
notations will also help all tools from the TeamPlay tool chain to identify
components without the requirement of parsing our coordination file. In ad-
dition, this opens the possibility for automatic generation of the coordination
file from CSL annotations. All details about this alternative path are given
in Section 4.3.

The coordination tool chain cannot be expected to parse arbitrary C -
code. Thus, we must trust the developer to obey the constraints imposed by
our component model. Any violation may result in undefined behaviour.

3.4 Our MVMPDAG component model

Our new component model combines the formal definitions of two well known
component models with extensions from the TeamPlay project. An appli-
cation is represented as a set of independent DAG meta-components τ =
{τ1, τ2, ..., τn}, where each τi is an independent meta-component.

Each meta-component is represented by a DAG τi = (Vi, Ai, Di, Ti, Ei, Si)
that defines the aforementioned properties, namely the set of nodes, the set
of edges, the graph deadline, the graph period, the graph energy budget
and the graph security level. Each node of the graph, or component, can
be defined as τi,u = (Di,u, Ti,u, Vi,u), representing the component deadline,
the component period and the set of component versions, respectively. If a
component does not have a specific deadline or period, graph deadline and
graph period apply.

Finally, each version τi,u,a = (Ci,u,a, Ei,u,a, Si,u,a, Pi,u,a) are defined by a
WCET Ci,u,a, a WCEC Ei,u,a, a security level Si,u,a and a set of acceptable
type of cores Pi,u,a on which the version can run and where both WCET
and WCEC estimations are sound. This component model accounts all the
relevant criteria within the TeamPlay project:

• multiple independent components;

• component represented as DAG;

• multiple versions per component;

• multiple periodicity at different granularity levels;

• target platform heterogeneity.
1https://pubs.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/9699919799/
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3.5 Compatibility with existing models

This section aims at defining for each block of the coordination tool chain
which known component models are supported. However, for space rea-
sons we will not exhaustively define all possible component models here, but
rather refer the interested reader to the survey given in [SY15].

3.5.1 At specification level

Most of the known component models are compatible with the specification
level. As detailed in Chapter 4, we build the coordination language to be
quite flexible. The following common component models are compatible with
the specification level:

• Periodic components (PC) [LL73];

• Multi-version periodic components (MvPC) [RMM05];

• Sporadic components (SP) [Mok83];

• Aperiodic components (AP) [GB95];

• Fork-Join graph (FJG) [TKA02];

• Synchronous DataFlow Graph (SDFG) [LM87];

• Homogeneous SDFG (HSDFG) [LM87];

• Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) [BBMS+12];

• Multi-Version, Multi-Period DAG (MVMPDAG), Section 3.4.

Note that all component models can be described with the specification
level for all deadline cases: constrained, implicit, arbitrary. The aforemen-
tioned component models also allow the description of multiple applications
as required by T2.2 of this work package.

3.5.2 At off-line scheduling level

The off-line policy generator from the coordination toolc hain has been built
to handle the MVMPDAG model. DAG, HSDFG, SDFG, FJG are special-
isations of the MVMPDAG model. Therefore, we implement several trans-
formation steps in our tool chain to support all these models as well, namely
repetition vector computation [LM87] and homogenisation [LM87]. Then,
SP, MvPC and PC can also be seen as graphs with a single node, and,
hence, are likewise supported (for free) by our off-line scheduler.

In summary, except for the AP model, all the components compatible
with the specification level are also compatible with our Off-line scheduling
policy generator.
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3.5.3 At online scheduling level

To validate the behaviour of an on-line scheduler, real-time systems require
a schedulability analysis. This analysis proves that no component from the
application will ever miss a deadline. Schedulability analyses are highly spe-
cialised for a particular component model coupled with a particular deadline
constraint, with a particular on-line scheduling policy and with a particular
hardware model. At the time of writing, we only have a schedulability anal-
ysis targeting DAG, with constrained/implicit deadlines, for a Global-Fixed
Priority (G-FP) scheduler, on homogeneous multi-cores. See Section 5.3 for
more details.

Executing a component model on top of an on-line scheduler only re-
quires the possibility to generate compatible code with the target platform
(OS+HW). However, no guarantees can be enforced on the timing soundness
without a proper schedulability analysis.

3.5.4 At code generation level

All the above component models are compatible with the code generation of
our coordination tool chain.
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Chapter 4

Coordination language

This chapter presents our domain-specific coordination language (DSL). The
DSL allows us to specify energy-, time- and security-aware applications as
sets of partially connected components. Following the presentation of the
DSL itself, we highlight features corresponding to the various component
models mentioned in Chapter 3.

4.1 Language specification

Our coordination language focuses on the design of arbitrary synchronous
data-flow-oriented applications. Such applications are represented by a graph
where vertices are components (a.k.a. actors, tasks) and edges correspond to
dependencies between components. A dependency defines a data exchange
between a source and a sink through a FIFO channel. Such data is often
called a token. A token can have different types according to the applica-
tion, from primitive types to more elaborate structures. This work has been
published in [RRG19].

4.1.1 Grammar and language core

Figure 4.1 presents the grammar written in pseudo-Xtext language, which is
given to the lexer/parser generator ANTLR1. In the following we elaborate
on the syntax of our DSL rule by rule.

Rule Application, line 1, describes the root element of our application.
It is composed by an identifier, a deadline, a period and an energy bud-
get. These timing information refer to an iteration of the whole application.
In case of multiple graphs, this means they all have the same periodici-
ty/deadline. The energy budget represents the energy limit a schedule of
the application should not exceed.

1https://www.antlr.org
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To represent an application composed of multiple independent graphs,
where each graph has its own deadline/period, our coordination tool chain
relies on the periodicity of the source node. A timing property propagation is
implemented as a compiler pass. In case of multiple source nodes, we raise an
exception if their periods do not match. This enables multiple independent
components for all the component models mentioned in Chapter 3.

Rules Datatype (line 16), Component (line 17) and Edge (lines 31-33)
describe application-wide used data types, components and dependencies
between components, respectively. We discuss each of them in more detail
in the following subsections.

4.1.2 Components

The coordination grammar, Figure 4.1 line 17, defines a component (a.k.a. task
or actor) by two sets of connectors for input and for output edges, respec-
tively. Moreover, a component may feature multiple versions, i.e. implemen-
tation variants with typically different energy consumption, timing behaviour
and security properties. We support the specification of deadline and period
per component in order to comply with the PC, MvPC and SP component
models.

Connectors represent the interface of the components. Input connec-
tors materialise component consumption while output connectors materialise
their production. Each connector includes a name, an amount of tokens and
a data type identifier (line 24). They allow us to perform a type checking
analysis: tokens produced along an edge must be of the same (or at least
compatible) type as tokens consumed on that same edge. Connectors fur-
ther allow us to perform a deadlock analysis: amount of tokens produced
and consumed must be stable. If the corresponding data type size is spec-
ified, connectors support memory verification: is there enough memory to
store all tokens (e.g. with limited ScratchPad Memory). All the aforemen-
tioned analyses and verifications are available in our coordination tool chain
through compiler passes selection in the configuration file.

If the set of input connectors is empty, we call a component a source
component. Analogously, we name a component a sink component if the set
of output connectors is empty. Connectors allow us to represent graph-based
component models by materialising dependencies, e.g. component models
DAG, SDF, HSDF, FJ, MVMPDAG. Last not least, we support component
models including only independent components (e.g. PC, MvPC, SP, AP)
by simply leaving out all connectors.

4.1.3 Multi-version components

To enable different scheduling strategies depending on time, energy and se-
curity, each component can be characterised by multiple versions (enabling
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MvPC and MVMPDAG usage). Each version can have its own timing, en-
ergy and security estimations. Estimations can be filled by the developer of
the application at the coordination specification level or may be gathered by
the TeamPlay tool chain and placed in the NFP file, see Chapter 2.

The WCET, line 26, represents an upper bound of the execution time of
the version on a particular architecture. To be safe, this upper bound must
be guaranteed to be equal or higher than the true worst-case execution time
[WEE+08].

The WCEC, line 27, is the dual property of the WCET but focusing on
the energy consumption of the version. Then, the security property, line 29,
contains an estimation of the security of the component. For instance, SHA-
256 is more secure than SHA-1, and the corresponding security values would
exactly reflect this. We employ the total ordering of natural numbers to
express identical, better or worse security. The precise meaning of a security
level remains application-dependent.

Finally, the targetArch property, line 28, specifies on what architec-
ture this version can be executed and, hence, for which architecture the
WCET/WCEC are estimated. This feature enables our coordination lan-
guage to support both homogeneous and heterogeneous platforms.

To make the link with the concrete C-function(s) implementing a com-
ponent, we are expecting the concatenation of the component name + an
underscore + the version name to be the name of the function the scheduler
must call. Alternatively, it is possible to use the NFP file which include a
callable field that is interpreted by the coordination compiler as the name
of the function to call. For components without multiple implementation
versions, we expect the name of the C-function to call by the scheduler to
coincide with the component name.

4.1.4 Component interaction

With dataflow-oriented application, tasks exchange data known as tokens.
The token type depends on the application, e.g. a surveillance camera system
would include tokens of type image while wireless devices would use integers.
Dependencies, therefore, represent the flow of tokens in the graph. In the
following we discuss the various constructions we allow in our coordination
DSL. Each construction is presented with both a graphical sketch and a
textual representation according to the grammar defined in Figure 4.1. For
the graphical representation, components are grey boxes while dependencies
are arrows. Source and sink labels on each edge represents the name of the
connector and the amount of tokens produced or consumed, respectively.

Figure 4.2 presents a simple edge between a source component A produc-
ing 1 token and a sink component B consuming 2 tokens, defined by Figure
4.1 line 32.

It includes conditional dependencies driven by the data. In this case,
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component B is dependent on component A but it is allowed to actually
execute depending on the presence of data in the output connector of A.
This enables a powerful mechanism that can be used in control program
where the presence of a stimuli enable part of the application. For example,
in a face recognition system a first component could detect whether there
are people on the image or not. If there is nobody on the image, there is no
need to transmit the image to the emotion recognition sub-algorithms.

The possibility to have different consumption and production on the same
edgesupports the SDFG and FJG component models. A transformation
of the graph is required, and implemented in the coordination compiler,
to homogenise the graph into a HSDFG that can then be scheduled off-
line [LM87]. For off-line schedulers this transformation is mandatory as
the schedule generator must know how many activations of each component
must be scheduled. The same holds for the schedulability analysis of an on-
line scheduler. For the example of Figure 4.2, a scheduler must account for
2 activations of component A and for 1 activation of component B.

Figure 4.3 is an extension of the previous dependency construction where
source A produces 4 tokens, and the first one goes to component B while
the other 3 ones go to component C. Our coordination language also allows
to have more than one source for a component, which is enabled by trivially
deriving the two previous constructions.

Figure 4.4 presents a duplicating edge between a source component A
producing 1 token and 2 sink components B and C consuming 2 tokens
and 1 token, respectively, as defined by Figure 4.1 line 33. The broadcast
dependency imposes to duplicate the token produced by component A on
parts of the edge going to the two sinks. Hence, components B and C will
work on the same copy of the same token.

Finally, our coordination language allows us to constrain dependencies
with component versions, as in Figure 4.5, where a simple edge links the
version x of component A and the version y of component B. This allows, for
example, to guarantee that for component versions with overlapping security
level the two versions with the highest minimum security level are defined
as dependent.

4.1.5 Further language features

Rule Datatype, line 16, refers to data types exchanged by components. A
data type definition consists of an identifier, that is used to refer to this par-
ticular data type inside the coordination file, a string representing the data
type’s implementation in user code, an optional default value and, finally,
an optional size in bits allowing further analyses regarding memory usage.

Listing 4.1: Example of data type declaration
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(int, "int", 0, 32)
(img, "myimagetype*", NULL, 32)

Listing 4.1 gives some examples of data types. The string depicting the
implementation type in the code and the following default value are used by
the code generator to declare variables when sending tokens to FIFO channels
between components or when receiving tokens from FIFO channels. It is
possible to use pointer types, but then the developer is responsible to ensure
that the data can be accessed by the different component implementations,
e.g. through shared memory.

Rule ComponentRef, line 34, is used to reference a component connector
in an edge and refers to an identifier of this already defined component.
To allow dependencies on component versions (see Section 4.1.2 for details
on versions), a ComponentRef can include a version identifier. Then, the
last ID of rule ComponentRef refers to the connector used to connect the
component.

Terminals ID, INT, STRING, DEFAULT, TIME and ENERGY are not
described for space consideration. But they respectively catch an identifier
(start with a letter followed with any alpha-numeric characters and some
special characters, e.g. ’_’), an integer, a string, any string representing a
default value, a time duration in e.g. hours, milliseconds, hertz or cycles and
an energy quantity in e.g. joule or watt/hour.

4.2 Implementation and usage

4.2.1 External tools applied

Since the people behind a tool are always the best to describe it, following
quotes describe each technology we selected to implement our coordination
language and generate a lexer+parser.

Quote from Eclipse website https://www.eclipse.org/:

The Eclipse Foundation provides our global community of individuals and
organizations with a mature, scalable and commercially-friendly

environment for open source software collaboration and innovation.

Quote from Xtext website https://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/:

Xtext is a framework for development of programming languages and
domain-specific languages. With Xtext you define your language using a
powerful grammar language. As a result you get a full infrastructure,

including parser, linker, typechecker, compiler as well as editing support for
Eclipse, any editor that supports the Language Server Protocol and your

favorite web browser.
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Quote from ANTLR website https://www.antlr.org/:

ANTLR (ANother Tool for Language Recognition) is a powerful parser
generator for reading, processing, executing, or translating structured text.

It’s widely used to build languages, tools, and frameworks. From a
grammar, ANTLR generates a parser that can build and walk parse trees.

4.2.2 Integration into coordination compiler

At first we wrote the grammar presented in Figure 4.1 using Eclipse and
the Xtext plugin. Then, pressing the generate button creates a new Eclipse
plugin that can be exported and integrated into this same Integrated De-
velopment Environment (IDE). The augmented IDE with this new plugin is
able to edit coordination files with syntax checking (according to the defined
grammar) and syntax colouring, which is handy for developers.

However, Xtext further allows to generate an ANTLR version of the
grammar. This new version can then feed into the ANTLR lexer/parser
generator to further generate a lexer and parser usable by external tools
(external from the Eclipse IDE) in different programming languages. Since
our coordination compiler is developed using C++ programming language,
we generate the lexer+parser for the coordination specification language in
C++. This gives the ability to our coordination tool chain to parse a co-
ordination specification file and perform some semantic checking in the first
block Syntactic & semantic analyses, see Chapter 2.

4.3 Using the Contract Specification Language

In order to facilitate the specification of functions as components, we extend
the Contract Specification Language (CSL, described in D1.1 and D1.2) with
two composite annotations that enable the automatic generation of the con-
comitant coordination specification file. In order to generate the coordination
specification file from the CSL component annotations, we extend the parser
described in D1.1.

We first define an application annotation,

__csl_component_application("name") { ... }

whose argument is the name to be given to the application block. Only one
such annotation should occur in the given C program. In order to ensure
that the annotated program is compilable by non-TeamPlay compilers, we
can add the preprocessor macro definition to the code that expands the
annotation to a function declaration.

#define __csl_component_application(x) void dummy_csl_fn_ ## x
(cont.)()
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The application annotation may itself contain four kinds of annotation:

__csl_component_deadline (0);
__csl_component_period (0);
__csl_component_energy_available (0);
__csl_component_type_alias("alias","type",default);

The first three annotations map trivially to the deadline, period, and energy-
available fields in an application block; only one of each kind may occur
within an application annotation. Conversely, multiple type alias annota-
tions may occur within an application annotation and are collected in a
datatypes block.

We next define a component annotation,

__csl_component("name") { ... }

which is intended to annotate C functions that the programmer intends
as components. As before, each component annotation is rewritten as a
Component block within the components block of the application (defined by
the application annotation). As with the application annotation, the string
passed to the component annotation is used as the name for each component.
In order to ensure that the component is callable from the scheduler, we
require that the annotated function and the parameter of the component
annotation are the same. This requirement could be relaxed in future. A
component annotation may contain nine kinds of annotations:

__csl_component_input("label",0,"alias");
__csl_component_output("label",0,"alias");
__csl_component_deadline (0);
__csl_component_period (0);

__csl_component_version("label");
__csl_component_security (0);
__csl_component_arch("arch_label");
__csl_component_wcet (0);
__csl_component_wcec (0);

Input (and equivalently output) annotations are rewritten such that the
parameters of the annotation are rewritten as the concomitant triple, and
multiple input (and equivalently output) annotations are enumerated as a
list of triples in a single inputs field. At least one input or output annotation
is required per component. Specified types are checked to ensure they are
declared (component) type aliases. As in application annotations, at most
one occurrence of deadline and period annotations each may occur, take
an integer as argument, and are trivially rewritten. Where two component
annotations have the same arguments (i.e. name), but also have a version
annotation, those annotations will be rewritten as a single component en-
try with the original annotations represented by (potentially empty) version
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blocks. The parameter of the version annotation is used as the name for the
version block; where it exists, the name of the annotated function is required
to be the component name extended with the version name: name\_version

(cont.). As before, this requirement may be relaxed in the future. Additional
version-specific annotations, i.e. those pertaining to security, target architec-
ture, or worst-case analyses, are thus added to the relevant version block.
Only one of each version-specific annotations may occur within a compo-
nent annotation, with the exception of the target architecture annotation.
A component annotation that includes a version annotation may omit input,
output, deadline, and period annotations on the assumption that these are
defined in another component annotation for a different version of the same
component. Two component annotations with the same name, but without
version annotations, are deemed invalid.

In order to illustrate the use of the coordination annotations, we consider
the coordination specification example based on the drone use-case described
in Chapter 5 of D2.1. In Listing 4.2, we annotate the C file(s) that com-
prise the use-case with the composite component annotation annotating each
function that represents a component or version of a component.

Listing 4.2: Example of CSL annotations specifying components for the
drone use-case as described in D2.1

1 __csl_component_application("drone") {
2 __csl_component_type_alias("frame", "jpegFrame*", NULL);
3 __csl_component_type_alias("integer", "int", 0);
4 __csl_component_type_alias("enc", "EncryptedData*", NULL);
5 }
6
7 __csl_component("ImageCapture") {
8 __csl_component_outputs("frame", "b", "1",
9 "Encryption.a␣&␣ObjectDetect.a␣&␣

(cont.)GroundSpeed.a␣&␣SendMessage.
(cont.)a"

10 );
11 }
12 void ImageCapture () { ... }
13
14 __csl_component("Encryption") {
15 __csl_component_inputs("frame","a","1");
16 __csl_component_outputs("enc","b","1","SaveVideo.a");
17 __csl_component_version("Enc1");
18 __csl_component_security (4);
19 }
20 void Encryption_Enc1(jpegFrame* img) { ... }
21
22 __csl_component("Encryption") {
23 __csl_component_version("Enc2");
24 __csl_component_security (6);
25 }
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26 void Encryption_Enc2(jpegFrame* img) { ... }
27
28 ...
29
30 __csl_component("ObjectDetector") {
31 __csl_component_inputs("frame","a","1");
32 __csl_component_outputs("integer","b","1","Decision.a");
33 __csl_component_version("TinyDarknet");
34 __csl_component_arch("cpu/big");
35 }
36 void ObjectDetector_TinyDarknet(jpegFrame* img) { ... }
37
38 ...

These annotations are used to generate the coordination specification file in
Listing 4.3. The string passed to the coordination application annotation in
Line 1 is used as of the application on Line 1 of Listing 4.3. Similarly, the
type alias annotations on Lines 2–4 are converted into the triples on Lines 3–
5 in Listing 4.3. All component annotations (Lines 7–11, 14–19, 22–25, and
30–35) are collected, rewritten, and enumerated in the components block
(Lines 7–26, Listing 4.3). In this example, the annotations on Lines 12–19
and Lines 22–25 are converted into a single component block (Encryption
(cont.)) where the former is represented by the version Enc1 on Line 14, and
the latter by Enc2 on Line 15 in Listing 4.3. Both cases contain a security
annotation, which are rewritten trivially. The component annotation on
Lines 30–35 is similarly converted into a component version (TinyDarknet)
with a target architecture attribute on Lines 18–24 in Listing 4.3. The edges
block is constructed from the fourth argument of the output annotations on
Lines 8–10, 16, and 32.

Listing 4.3: Coordination specification generated from Listing 4.2
1 app drone {
2 datatypes {
3 (frame, "jpegFrame*", NULL)
4 (integer, "int", 0)
5 (enc, "EncryptedData*", NULL)
6 }
7 components {
8 ImageCapture {
9 outputs [(b, 1, frame)]

10 }
11 Encryption {
12 inputs [(a, 1, frame)]
13 outputs [(b, 1, enc)]
14 version Enc1 {security 4}
15 version Enc2 {security 6}
16 ...
17 }
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18 ObjectDetector {
19 inputs [(a, 1, frame)]
20 outputs [(b, 1, integer)]
21 version TinyDarknet {
22 targetArch "cpu/big"
23 }
24 }
25 ...
26 }
27 edges {
28 ImageCapture.b -> Encryption.a & ObjectDetect.a &
29 GroundSpeed.a & SendMessage.b
30 Encryption.b -> SaveVideo.a
31 ObjectDetector.b -> Decision.a
32 ...
33 }
34 }
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1 Application: ’app’ ID ’{’
2 (’deadline ’ TIME)?
3 (’period ’ TIME )?
4 (’energy -available ’ ENERGY)?
5 ’datatypes ’ ’{’
6 (Datatype)*
7 ’}’
8 ’components ’ ’{’
9 Component+

10 ’}’
11 ’edges ’ ’{’
12 Edge*
13 ’}’
14 ’}’;
15 Datatype:’(’ ID ’,’ STRING
16 (’,’ DEFAULT (’,’ INT)?)? ’)’;
17 Component: ID ’{’
18 (’inputs ’ ’[’ (Connector)* ’]’)?
19 (’outputs ’ ’[’ (Connector)* ’]’)?
20 (’deadline ’ INT )?
21 (’period ’ INT)?
22 Version*
23 ’}’;
24 Connector: ’(’ ID ’,’ INT ’,’ Datatype ’)’;
25 Version: ’version ’ ID ’{’
26 (’WCET’ TIME)?
27 (’WCEC’ ENERGY)?
28 (’targetArch ’ STRING)*
29 (’security ’ INT)?
30 ’}’;
31 Edge: (SingleEdge | DuplicateEdge);
32 SingleEdge: CompRef ’->’ CompRef;
33 DuplicateEdge: CompRef ’->’ CompRef ( ’&’ CompRef )+;
34 CompRef: Component (’/’ Version)? ’.’ Connector;

Figure 4.1: Pseudo-Xtext grammar for our coordination language
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A B
x=1

y=2

(a) Graphical sketch
A.x -> B.y

(b) Textual declara-
tion, where compo-
nent A as an output
connector defined as
(x, 1, int) and com-
ponent B an output
connector defined as
(y, 2, int)

Figure 4.2: Simple edge

A B
x=1

y=2

Cx=6

y=3

(a) Graphical sketch

A.x -> B.y
A.y -> C.x

(b) Textual declara-
tion

Figure 4.3: Multiple sinks edge

A Bx=1
y=2

C
z=1

(a) Graphical sketch

A.x -> B.y & C.
(cont.)z

(b) Textual declara-
tion

Figure 4.4: Tokens duplication edge

A
v1

B
v42

x=1
y=2

(a) Graphical sketch
A/v1.x -> B/v42.y

(b) Textual declaration

Figure 4.5: Simple edge with specific versions
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Chapter 5

Real-time scheduling

This chapter describes the current state of the second block of the coordina-
tion tool chain: Scheduling policy generator. This block depends on configu-
ration parameters given by the developer to the tool chain to either perform a
schedulability analysis for on-line schedulers or to generate a schedule table,
including release times for each component, for off-line schedulers.

Off-line and on-line schedulers have both their benefits and drawbacks.
For example, off-line schedulers are easy to implement, e.g. with alarms.
Since all release times are decided off-line, scheduling overhead is minimal.
However, off-line schedulers are not work-conserving, i.e. if a component
finishes prior to its estimated WCET, the processor remains idle until the
next release time of the next component. In contrast, on-line schedulers
are work-conserving and so more efficient, but this efficiency comes at the
cost of increased overhead and difficulty of implementation as one needs a
mechanism to decide at run-time which the next component to execute is.

5.1 From single application to multiple applications

Evolution from T2.1 to T2.2 enables the possibility to schedule multiple
applications (or a single application including multiple components) each
represented as a DAG. As introduced in Chapter 3, a specific component
model introduced by Baruah et al. [BBMS+12] allows us to represent an ap-
plication consisting of multiple periodic components, where each component
is an independent DAG. For clarity we call a graph of components a meta-
component. Each meta-component has its own period, and periods can be
distinct among meta-components. Hence, a well accepted method to schedule
multiple elements with different periodicity is to compute the hyper-period
of the elements set [LL73]. The hyper-period is equal to the least common
multiple (LCM) of all periods. We will later perform a schedulability analysis
(on-line) or generate a schedule (off-line) based on this hyper-period.
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5.2 Off-line scheduling

This section presents both an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formula-
tion and a heuristic algorithm based on forward list scheduling. The main
outcome of the two proposed algorithms is a static mapping and scheduling
of an application composed of multiple meta-components. According to the
terminology given in [DB11], the proposed scheduling techniques are par-
titioned, time-triggered, non-preemptive, and with/without migration on a
configuration basis. Schedule generation operates at job-level (as opposed to
component-level, as defined in [DB11]).

Both solving methods, ILP and heuristic, are crucial as solving an ILP
problem can become intractable with large applications, thus requiring the
need for a much faster heuristic. However, an ILP formulation yields a non-
ambiguous description of the problem under study; it also serves as a baseline
to evaluate the quality (over-approximation) of the proposed heuristic tech-
nique(s).

Further scheduling and mapping techniques work with all component
models mentioned in Chapter 3 where components are represented as graphs,
i.e. FJP, SDFG, HSDFG, DAG, MVMPDAG, but preliminary transforma-
tion steps must be performed for these component models, as described in
Section 5.5. Without loss of generality other component models, such as PC
and SP, are also supported considering that each component is a graph with
a single node. In addition, all deadline models, i.e. constrained/implicit/ar-
bitrary, are likewise fully supported.

5.2.1 Multi-DAG support

To work at the job-level on the hyper-period, our scheduling policy generator
first expands the application. Indeed, the off-line scheduler must be aware of
all component instances that must be scheduled. We therefore implement a
compiler pass to perform this lowering to job (component instance) level step.
As compared to task T2.1 that was scheduling a single iteration of a single
DAG application, we now can have multiple iterations of multiple DAGs over
the hyper-period. Hence, we first compute the number of iterations for each
DAG that we have to schedule, and impose that each job of iteration i starts
at least at time i ∗ T and completes before its absolute deadline i ∗ T .

5.2.2 Corrections and improvements of the ILP

An Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation consists of a set of integer
variables, a set of constraints and an objective function. Constraints describe
the problem to solve in the form of linear inequalities. Solving an ILP prob-
lem consists in finding a valuation for each variable satisfying all constraints
with the goal of minimising/maximising the objective function. In Team-
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Play and task T2.2, scheduling and mapping multiple meta-components, the
objective is to minimise the estimated energy consumption while meeting all
timing constraints and security requirements.

Table 5.1 summarises the notations and variables used in the following
ILP formulation. For a concise presentation of constraints, the two logical
operators ∧, ∨ are directly used in the text of constraints. These operators
can be transformed into linear constraints in order to properly use ILP solvers
using simple transformation rules from [BD07].

Big-M notation The technique named nullification allows to activate or
withdraw a constraint depending on the value of a binary variable. To apply
a nullification on a constraint within an ILP system, a portable choice lies
in the big-M notation [GNS09]1.

As an example, if a constraint x ≤ z must be satisfied to validate the
model only if a binary variable y is equal to 1 then the inequality is written:
x ≤ z +M · (1 − y). If y = 1 then M · (1 − 1) = 0 and x ≤ z + 0 holds.
Otherwise, y = 0 and x ≤ z+M still holds ifM =∞ (∞+something is still
∞ and still higher than anything else). The value ofM is very important as
it must be greater than any possible value in the model. But computers do
not code ∞, so, one could use the biggest integer available on the hardware
running the solver.

For task T2.1, the sequential schedule makespan was a good candidate
value for the big-M constant. Indeed in multi-core scheduling, the makespan
of a sequential schedule on one core upper bounds the multi-core overall
schedule makespan, i.e. a multi-core schedule with a higher response time
than on a single-core is irrelevant. However, when dealing with periodic
components and scheduling the component set on the hyper-period this big-
M value does not hold anymore due to the hyper-period being bigger than a
sequential schedule. The big-M value is therefore equal to the hyper-period,
equation (5.1) as no component should complete its execution after this
absolute period.

M = LeastCommonMultiple∀i∈τ (Di) (5.1)

Objective function The goal is to minimise the energy consumption over
all components of the application. Equation (5.2a) minimises the energy con-
sumption (ec) of the schedule. The energy consumption is then constrained
to be the sum of the energy consumption (wcecj) of all component instances
(j ∈ Υ, set of jobs) with equation (5.2b). But the energy consumption of the

1In the commercial CPLEX solver from IBM, the indicator feature allows to activate a
constraint depending on a binary variable. However, this feature is not available on other
solvers such as LP solve or Gurobi. Its usage is therefore avoided in this document for the
purpose of generality.
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Table 5.1: ILP Variables and Constants

Functions predecessors(i) Retrieves all predecessors of job i
forbidden(v) Retrieves all cores where version v can not

be mapped

Sets

γ Set of cores

τ, τt, τt,i
Set of all meta-components, set of all com-
ponents of graph t, and component i of
graph t

Υ,Υt(i)
Set of all jobs from all components, and
set of all jobs for component τt,i

νi All versions of job i

Constants

E Global energy budget for the schedule
Di Absolute deadline of job i
Ti Absolute period of job i
Ci,v WCET of version v for job i
Ei,v WCEC of version v for job i
Si,v Security level of version v for job i
M Nullification constant, see equation (5.1)

Integer
Variables

ec Contains the energy consumption of the
schedule

ρi Start time of job i
wceti WCET for job i
wceci WCEC for job i
secui Security level for job i

Binary
Variables

mapi,c = 1 Job i is mapped onto core c
vsi,v = 1 Version v of job i is selected
qi,v,c = 1 Selected version v from job i is mapped on

c
samei,j = 1 Jobs i and j are mapped on the same core
orderi,j = 1 Job i is scheduled before job j (ρi < ρj)
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schedule must not be above the global energy available (E), equation (5.2c),
applied of set in the coordination specification, see Chapter 4 for details.

minimise ec (5.2a)

ec =
∑
j∈Υ

wcecj (5.2b)

ec ≤ E (5.2c)

Mapping one component to one core Equation (5.3a) ensures that job
j is mapped (mapj,p = 1) on one and only one processor core.

∑
p∈γ

mapj,p = 1,∀j ∈ Υ (5.3a)

samei,j =
∑
p∈γ

mapi,p ∧mapj,p,∀(i, j) ∈ (Υ×Υ), i 6= j (5.3b)

Equation (5.3b) indicates if two jobs are mapped on the same core.
Notice that equation (5.3b) does not need to be added for all jobs, but
an optimisation on the number of constraints would be to consider that
samei,j = samej,i. This optimisation will then decrease the solving time
without sacrificing the quality of results.

Avoiding component migration, equation (5.4), depends on a configu-
ration parameter set by the developer. A flag in the configuration of the
coordination compiler allows to add or not this equation into the resulting
ILP system. If added, the scheduler will prevent all jobs of a component to
be mapped on different core.

samei,j = 1,∀t ∈ τ,∀s ∈ τt,∀(i, j) ∈ (Υt(s)×Υt(s)), i 6= j (5.4)

Preventing overlapping on same core Variable orderi,j represents the
causality of the two jobs i, and j in the sense τt,i is scheduled before τu,j ,
thus equation (5.5a) enforces a mutual exclusion in the causal order of phases
when mapped on the same core (samei,j = 1). One of the orderi,j/orderj,i
must be equal to 1, but both can not be equal to 1.

Equation (5.5b) forbids the overlapping of two jobs when mapped on
the same core by forcing one to execute after the other. When i and j are
mapped on the same core, and job i is meant to be scheduled before job j,
orderi,j = 1. Then job j must start (ρj) after job i completes (ρi + wceti).
If not mapped on the same core, or jobs are scheduled in reverse order, then
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orderi,j = 0 and the constraint holds with the help of theM notation.
∀(i, j) ∈ (Υ×Υ), i 6= j

samei,j = orderi,j + orderj,i (5.5a)
ρi + wceti <= ρj +M× (1− orderi,j) (5.5b)

Data dependencies in component graph Equation (5.6) enforces data
dependencies by constraining all jobs to start (ρi) after the completion of
all their respective predecessors (ρj + wcetj). Predecessors of job i (j ∈
predecessors(i)) are jobs that produce its input data, an edge in the com-
ponent graph.

ρj + wcetj <= ρi,∀i ∈ Υ,∀j ∈ predecessors(i) (5.6)

Version selection Equation (5.7a) enforces that one and only one version
of a job is selected (vsp,i = 1). Note that, the version selected for each job
of the same component can differ.

Then the selected version must be mapped on one and only one core
(qi,v,c = 1), equation (5.7c). And mapping of the selected version on the
selected core must match the mapping of the job, equation (5.7c).
∀i ∈ Υ ∑

v∈νi

vsi,v = 1 (5.7a)

vsi,v =
∑
c∈γ

qi,v,c, ∀v ∈ νi (5.7b)

mapi,c =
∑
v∈νi

qi,v,c,∀c ∈ γ (5.7c)

(5.7d)

Finally, some versions have restrictions regarding their mapping. Equa-
tion (5.8) enforces that cores on which a version can not run is not selected
(qi,v,c = 0). This enables the support for heterogeneous platform with dif-
ferent versions for different cores.

qi,v,c = 0, ∀i ∈ Υ,∀v ∈ νi,∀c ∈ forbidden(v) (5.8)

ETS constraints Equations (5.9a) to (5.9c) impose that the energy, time
and security of a job (wceti, wceci, secui) are equal to the respective ETS-
characteristics (Cp,i,Ep,i, Sp,i) of the selected version vsi,v = 1. Equations
(5.9d) and (5.9e) enforces that the job i starts at least at period i ∗ T
and finishes before the corresponding deadline i ∗ D, we use here in the
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ILP formulation absolute period and deadline (e.g. Ti = release num ∗
component period).
∀i ∈ Υ,

wceti =
∑
v∈νi

Ci,v × vsi,v (5.9a)

wceci =
∑
v∈νi

Ei,v × vsi,v (5.9b)

secui =
∑
v∈νi

Si,v × vsi,v (5.9c)

ρi >= Ti (5.9d)
ρi + wceti <= Di (5.9e)

In case of a component represented as a graph, only the source node may
have a periodicity attached in the coordination file, see Chapter 4. Hence,
we added a timing information propagation pass to our compiler which will
propagate the timing information from the source node to all other graph
nodes, allowing the use of equations (5.9d) and (5.9e).

5.2.3 Scalability of the ILP formulation

Solving an ILP formulation for a mapping/scheduling problem on multi-
cores is known to be NP-hard [CJGJ96]. Thus, the running time of the
ILP formulation is expected to explode as the number of components grows.
The scalability of an ILP formulation has been shown in e.g. [RDP17], and
becomes rapidly intractable (about 30 components). Despite this scalability
issue, an ILP formulation gives a non-ambiguous description of the problem
under study and also serves as a baseline to evaluate the quality of the further
proposed heuristic technique.

5.2.4 Forward List Scheduling algorithm

Heuristics based on forward list scheduling first order input elements (in our
specific case meta-components and components), then add them one by one
in the schedule without backtracking. We use the same three sorting algo-
rithms as in [RDP17]: DFS, BFS, DFS with delay. For all three sorting
algorithms we use the element WCET as tie breaking rule (larger WCET to
be scheduled first). Since it is shown in [RDP17] that no sorting algorithm
consistently outperforms the others, we generate three schedules, each re-
sulting from one sorting algorithm, and select the one resulting in the lowest
possible energy estimation as the heuristic solution.

Scheduling algorithm The scheduling algorithm is sketched out in Algo-
rithm 5.2.1. It uses the component graph as input and sorts the elements to
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ALGORITHM 5.2.1: Scheduling algorithm
Input : An application composed of meta-components and a set of

processors
Output : A schedule

1 Function ListSchedule(τ = τ1, . . . , τn|τx = (V,E), P)
2 Qready ← Topological_Sort_Elements(τ)
3 Qdone← ∅
4 schedule← ∅
5 while elt ∈ Qready do
6 Qdone← Qdone ∪ {elt}
7 Qready ← Qready\{elt}

/* tmpSched contain the best schedule for the current
component */

8 tmpSched← ∅ with energy =∞
9 foreach versi ∈ νelt do

10 foreach p ∈ P do
11 if p ∈ forbidden(versi) then
12 continue

13 copy ← schedule
/* Set τelt,versi in copy on p the earliest in the

schedule */
14 Schedule_Element(Qdone, elt, versi, p)
15 tmpSched← minenergy(tmpSched, copy)

16 schedule← tmpSched

17 return schedule

schedule to create the list (line 2). Then, a loop iterates over each element
while elements to schedule still exist (lines 5–16). Next, all versions on all
possible cores are tested in order to find the best schedule while accounting
for multi-versions and heterogeneous platforms (line 12). This heuristic uses
an As Soon As Possible (ASAP) strategy. At last, a core is selected, and the
mapping with the lowest energy estimation is chosen (line 15).

Scheduling an element Algorithm 5.2.2 sketches the method to deter-
mine the start time of the considered element. First, each element must
start after its causal predecessors (line 2). Then, lines 3–7 enforce that no
component overlaps on the same core. The condition at line 4 enforces that
if two jobs are mapped to the same core at overlapping times then line 7
postpones cur_elt start time.

5.2.5 Quality of the heuristic compared to the ILP

As future work, we will evaluate the quality of our heuristic by comparing
its results with ILP formulation ones. This validation step aims at showing
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ALGORITHM 5.2.2: Scheduling of an element
Input : the list of scheduled element, the current element to schedule and

its version, the current core
1 Function Schedule_Element(Qdone, cur_elt, versi, cur_proc)
2 ρcur_elt ← maxp∈predecessors(cur_elt)(ρp + Ccur_elt,versi)

3 foreach e ∈ Qdone do
4 if e is not mapped on core cur_proc then
5 continue

6 if e overlaps in time with cur_elt then
7 ρcur_elt ← ρe + Ce,e_version

how large is the over-approximation induced by the heuristic, and if this
over-approximation is acceptable.

5.3 On-line scheduling

On-line scheduling is more advanced and provides better performance at the
cost of predictability. However, due to decisions on mapping and schedul-
ing being made at run-time, proving application correctness with respect to
non-functional properties is more tedious. A schedulability analysis proves
the correctness of the demanded timing, energy and security properties. A
schedulability analysis is highly dependent on the system under study, i.e. the
component model (periodicity, deadline constraints, release offsets, ...), the
priority assignment policy (fixed, dynamic, mixed), the configuration of the
scheduler (global/partitioned/..., preemption model, migration model, ...).
Each possible combination of all possible properties requires its own schedu-
lability analysis. As it takes a tremendous amount of time to implement all
the above combinations in our tool chain, we focus two different configura-
tions:

• global, fixed/dynamic priority, preemptive, no-migration targeting pe-
riodic components represented as DAG with constrained deadlines,

• partitioned, fixed priority, non-preemptive, no-migration targeting pe-
riodic components represented as DAG with constrained deadlines.

Both configurations rely to an existing schedulability analysis respec-
tively by Melani et al. [MBB+15] and Casini et al. [CBNB18]. However,
their component model does not match all the features our coordination
specification supports, see Chapter 3. As a preliminary work, we imple-
mented some compiler passes to adapt and transform an application to fit
their constraints. These transformation passes are described in Section 5.5.
We further adapt Melani et al. [MBB+15] method to cope with our need
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for heterogeneity as they merely considered homogeneous platforms, adap-
tion are presented in Section 5.3.1. We did not need to adapt Casini et al.
[CBNB18] method as it was not necessary, nonetheless we briefly summarised
their method in Section 13.

In Year 3 of the TeamPlay project, we plan to build our own schedula-
bility analysis including all features required by the project, such as multi-
version selection as expected by task T2.3.

5.3.1 Corrections and improvements of the WCRT analysis
from [MBB+15]

The Worst-Case Response Time (WCRT) of a component corresponds to
an upper-bound of its completion time from its release time (start of a new
period). It includes the WCET of the component to which it adds all blocking
time that can interfere with it, e.g. preemption delay [NSE09], cache-related
preemption delay [ADM11], waiting time on a resource (e.g. semaphores,
interrupts, ...) [JP86], and so one.

The WCRT analysis introduced in D2.1 targeted global fixed priority
preemptive schedules for periodic independent components with constrained
deadlines. As initially planned, we hereby assume a global dynamic pri-
ority preemptive schedule for periodic meta-components, each represented
as DAG. To achieve this analysis we rely on the work from Melani et al
[MBB+15] that is applicable to DAG with constrained deadlines under Global-
Earliest Deadline First (G-EDF) scheduling policy. For more details and
proofs, the reader is advised to read the cited paper. We summarise their
work as follows.

Definition 1 The length of a component graph τk, denoted by Lk, is the
length of any longest path of τk.

The length of a meta-component represents the minimum worst-case execu-
tion to execute a component graph when considering an infinite number of
cores, leading to the maximum parallelism possible.

Equation (5.10a) computes an upper bound of the worst-case workload
(Wk) of a component. It corresponds to the sm of all WCET of all compo-
nents from a DAG meta-component, similarly to a sequential schedule of the
meta-component in isolation. The WCET Ck,t used in the equation refers to
the WCET of a component. In case of a multi-version component models,
we initially perform a lowering step that will select a single version for each
component. This lowering step is done by a compiler pass in the coordina-
tion compiler and is a first step towards the use of multi-version component
models, i.e. MvP, MVMPDAG, see Section 5.5. We acknowledge that the
approximation introduced by this lowering step can be relaxed with a more
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tailored schedulability analysis.

Wk =
∑
t∈τk

Ck,t (5.10a)

Equation (5.11a) computes an upper bound of the interfering workload
generated by a component τi on a time interval from [0, L[ time units. The
workload accounts for the heterogeneity of the platform with the limitations
in the considered core for component i with equation (5.11b). The acknowl-
edged interference here corresponds to the blocking time due to preemption
of a component i on components with a lower priority.

Wi(L) = bL+Ri −Wi/mi

Ti
cWi +min(Wi,mi × ((L+Ri −Wi/mi) mod Ti))

(5.11a)

mi = size({p ∈ γ\forbidden(i)}) (5.11b)

Equation (5.12a) computes an upper bound of the interfering workload
generated by a component τi on a component τk under a G-EDF scheduling
policy. Again, this interference is linked to a preemption delay and account
for the heterogeneity of the platform with equation (5.12b).

Ii,k =
(
bDk −Di

Ti
c
)
Wi +min(Wi,mi,k ×max(0, Dk mod Ti −Di +Ri))

(5.12a)

mi,k = size({(p ∈ γ\forbidden(i)) ∩ (q ∈ γ\forbidden(k))}) (5.12b)

Then, Equation (5.13) computes an upper bound of the WCRT of a
component τk. As defined in Melani et al work [MBB+15] on which we
based this WCRT analysis, we use Lk for the initial value of Rk.

Rk = Lk +
1

mk
(Wk − Lk) +

1

mk

∑
i∈τ

min(Wi(Rk), Ii,k) (5.13)

Similar to Deliverable D2.1, we extend Equation (5.13) to account for en-
ergy consumption and security as well, leading to Equations (5.14a) and (5.14b),
respectively.

REk = LEk +
1

mk
(WE

k − LEk ) +
1

mk

∑
i∈τ

min(WE
i (Rk), I

E
i,k) (5.14a)

RSk = LSk +
1

mk
(WS

k − LSk ) +
1

mk

∑
i∈τ

min(WS
i (Rk), I

S
i,k) (5.14b)
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Schedulability analysis

Algorithm 5.3.1 performs the schedulability analysis by returning true or
false to indicate whether or not the component set is deemed schedulable
with the above WCRT analysis. The loop at lines 2–6 first initialises the
WCRT with the component length as defined by Melani et al [MBB+15]. A
check is performed at line 3 to determine if the length of each component
can meet their deadlines. If the initial length of a component overruns its
deadline then it is impossible to find a valid schedule where all timing con-
straints are met. Then, a loop at lines 7–12 iteratively solves the recursive
WCRT equations until a fixed-point is reached. A fixed-point is guaranteed
to be reached, as a WCRT is a monotonously increasing function.

ALGORITHM 5.3.1: Schedulability analysis algorithm
Input : An application composed of meta-components
Output : Boolean defining if the component set is schedulable or not

1 Function SchedulabilityAnalysis(τ = τ1, . . . , τn|τx = (V,E))
2 foreach τt ∈ τ do
3 if Lt > Dt then
4 return false

5 Rt ← Lt

6 LastRt ← −1

7 while ∀τt ∈ τ,Rt! = LastRt do
8 foreach τt ∈ τ do
9 LastRt ← Rt

/* Following function implements equation (5.13) */
10 Rt ← compute_WCRT (τ, τt)
11 if Rt > Dt then
12 return false

13 return true

Summary of WCRT & schedulability analysis from [CBNB18]

The WCRT and schedulability analysis from [CBNB18] considers a DAG
task model and partitioned fixed priority scheduling policy without preemp-
tion. We therefore use their method to validate the timing behaviour of our
industrial use-case.

The method from [CBNB18] considers DAG as a set of non-preemptive
segmented self-suspending tasks. The idea is that, within a graph, nodes are
non-preemptive task that self-suspend at the end to take care of edges. Their
WCRT analysis includes interference generated by both lower priority tasks
and higher priority tasks, as we have a scheduling policy without preemption.

As many DAGWCRT analysis, they and we assume a DAG with a unique
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entry and unique exit point. If the initial DAG does not fit this constraint,
it is easy to add an extra dummy source node, with WCET=0, that precedes
every initial entry nodes, and similarly by adding a sink node that succeeds
every exit point.

Then, the WCRT of the DAG, is the maximum of the WCRT of each
paths within the DAG. A path in a DAG, is a set of node transitively con-
nected between the unique source and the unique sink of the DAG.

To deal with the heterogeneity, and tasks performed on the CUDA GPU,
we consider the GPU as an external shared resource with a mutual exclusion
access from the CPU point of view. Indeed, a CPU part is mandatory for
this particular type of task to deal with the GPU memory. For the sake of
simplicity, we consider the assigned CPU to CUDA tasks as stalled while
GPU is executing and include this blocking time in our WCRT analyses for
the CPU part.

5.4 Scheduling and Security

5.4.1 Scheduling Security

Whenever a TeamPlay tool is able to measure the desired non-functional
property, like execution time, energy consumption or power profiles then a
related security level can be produced by the INRIA tool chain, as detailed
in the deliverable D4.4 “Final Report on Architecture-Level Energy Usage,
Timing and Security Modeling and on Prototype”.

Platforms for which the TeamPlay tool chain is able to obtain execution
time, energy consumption and power profiles of the studied code for a given
set of inputs are called profiled platforms. For these platforms, the security
levels related to time, energy and power can be obtained. For the others,
these security levels cannot be computed for all considered signals, or not at
all.

Amongst the profiled platform there is the Cortex-M0 and, perhaps, the
LEON-3, depending on the future support for WCC. More complex archi-
tectures may be considered profiled, depending on the future integration of
measurement tools in the TeamPlay tool chain.

But some security levels do not always depend on the considered plat-
form. Algorithmic strength can be manually obtained from the cryptography
community for specific encryption/decryption algorithms, that depend only
on the studied algorithm and not the actual implementation. Thus, one
more security level can be obtained for those components.

A summary of the number of security levels, depending on the actual
component type and the considered platform, in given in Table 5.2.

Then, these security levels per component can be used by the scheduler.
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profiled platforms other platforms
encryption and decryption 4 1-3

other components 3 0-2

Table 5.2: Number of security levels

5.4.2 Securing the Schedule

Vulnerabilities in the scheduling can be exploited in order to break the se-
curity of the system. A recent paper [CYSR+19] presented a technique used
to retrieve scheduling information (i.e. time of the next activation) of a real-
time task using a timing side channel [Koc96]. In this scenario, the attackers
manage to add a low-priority task used to infer the scheduling information
of other high-priority tasks. This way, they were able to take control of a
remote controlled rover, by overwriting a hardware register used to drive the
vehicle. Therefore, securing the scheduling part of the system is a necessity.

The usual path to secure the schedule is to shuffle the execution order
of real-time tasks, in order to hide the start of execution of high priority
tasks, and thus increase entropy. For instance, [YMCS16] targetted fixed
priority on-line scheduling policy, and [CHG+18] targetted dynamic priority
on-line scheduling policy. Another solution to increase scheduling entropy is
to compute several off-line schedules, which are then randomly selected at
run-time [KVF18].

However, entropy in schedule tends to remain low, especially with real-
time systems, because of their requirements to meet deadlines. In fact, the
aforementioned papers [YMCS16, CHG+18] defined a metric called schedule
entropy that has been critized in [NCBG19]. Indeed, trying to improve
the schedule entropy with too few possibilities actually increases the attack
surface. Therefore, increasing entropy in the schedule seems to not be a
relevant counter-measure.

Consequently, UvA and INRIA are working on further innovative tech-
niques. For instance, training a medium-level priority task to pad the ob-
servable behaviour of the high-level tasks, so that the low-level tasks will
not be able to observe or take control of the behaviour of the high-level
tasks. The feasibility of the task has still to be evaluated for the consid-
ered scheduling policy. If feasible with the remaining resources in Year 3 of
the TeamPlay project, we will implement this strategyin order to effectively
trade computation power for security.

5.5 Miscellaneous compiler passes

This section presents some compiler passes that transform the component-
graph set in order to be usable by our schedulers or to handle specific aspects
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of our use cases from Chapter 7.

5.5.1 Lowering SDFG/FPG to HSDFG and then to DAG

Due to the difference in terms of token production and consumption between
components of an SDFG/FJG, it is not possible to perform an offline schedule
or a schedulability analysis on the graph as it is. A preprocessing step is
mandatory.

In their seminal paper, Lee and Messerschmitt [LM87] define a method to
expand a SDFG to HSDF by computing the amount of repetition required
for each node, a so called repetition vector. Such a-priori computation is
required by the scheduler as it needs to know how many times a component
must be scheduled to have a stable production/consumption of tokens. Sta-
ble here means that there is no overproduction of tokens, and no starvation
from components.

Equation (5.15) sketches the method where Γt is the topology matrix
of the component t represented as a graph, and qt is the repetition vector
that will contain the number of repetitions for each graph. Computing the
repetition vector is as simple as solving this equation.

Γt · qt = 0, ∀t ∈ τ (5.15)

Algorithm 5.5.1 summarises the methods of Lee and Messerschmitt [LM87]
to expand the graph to a HSDF if necessary. Some scheduling algorithms
may not need to expand the graph, but still require the number of repetitions
per graph. First, line 3 computes the topology matrix of the SDFG. Then,
line 6 checks the rank of the matrix, which must be equal to the number
of component − 1. As proven in their paper, it is a necessary condition on
the existence of such repetition vector. Then, line 7 solves Equation (5.15)
before duplicating the component to expand the graph (line 10).

ALGORITHM 5.5.1: Lower SDF to HSDF
Input : An application

1 Function SDFG2HSDFG(τ = τ1, . . . , τn|τx = (V,E))
2 foreach τt ∈ τ do
3 Γt = ComputeTopologyMatrix(τ)
4 rankt = ComputeRankMatrix(Γ)
5 if rankt 6= |V | then
6 Throw Unschedulable

7 solve equation (5.15)
8 foreach c ∈ Vt do
9 for i ∈ [0 . . . qt(c)[ do

10 duplicate component c
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A
Versions:

- a
- b

B
Period: 2s

Versions:
- i
- ii

C
Period: 3s

1

1

1

1

D

(a) Example of a MVMPDAGmeta-component, nodes are components labelled with
a component name, period and set of versions. Edges are component dependencies
labelled with the number of tokens produced/consumed.

A
Period: 1s

Versions:
- a
- b

B
Period: 2s

Versions:
- i
- ii

C
Period: 3s

D
Period: 2s

(b) The same MVMPDAG transformed into a set of DAG with after periods prop-
agation.

Figure 5.1: Example of the lowering pass

5.5.2 Lowering MVMPDAG to DAG

Coming up with a new component model is never an easy task as it requires
to build/modify multiple analyses in order to make it usable. Another ap-
proach is to apply some transformations on the component model to make
it compliant with existing work. Here we propose to adapt our component
model MVMPDAG to make it compliant with the DAG model.

Recall that in our MVMPDAG component model we can have compo-
nents within a graph with different periods. The main idea is to explode
the graph and to independently schedule components. An example of such
a graph is given in Figure 5.1a, where, for each node, known periods are
given under component names. This example matches the drone use case
from Sky-Watch, for which we create this component model. Figure 5.1a
exhibits multiple sink nodes B,C with known periods and a single source
node A without a period. After removing dependencies in the graph, we
must determine this missing period.

We define the missing frequency to be equal to the sum of all its suc-
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cessor frequencies and sum of all its predecessor frequencies, as in equation
(5.16a). Then, we trivially derive the missing period from that frequency
conservatively rounding up upper, as formalised in Equation (5.16b).

∑
p∈predecessor(t)

fp = ft =
∑

s∈successor(t)

fs (5.16a)

Tt = b 1

ft
c (5.16b)

In the example of Figure 5.1a, the period of A is 1, Figure 5.1b. The alert
reader may notice that there will be more activations of A than combined
activations of B and C on the hyper-period, thus introducing pessimism with
an over-utilisation. As preliminary work, we overcome this pessimism at the
code generation level with the run-time environment. Recall from Chapter 4
that if no data are present along an edge, sinks of this edge are not released.
In Year 3, we envision to create our own schedulability analysis which will
address this over-utilisation.

5.5.3 Lowering multi-version to single-version components

Due to the inability of the schedulability analysis of Melani et al [MBB+15],
presented in Section 5.3, to handle multiple versions per component, we
implemented a compiler pass to lower the version set to a single version. We
implemented different methods that can be chosen by the developer through
the configuration file. The list of pruning algorithms is as follows:

• WCET-based: this algorithm will keep the version with the lower
WCET;

• Utilisation-based: this algorithm will balance processor utilisation by
selecting component versions that globally minimise each processor
utilisation (as reminder processor utilisation for a component t is Ut =
Ct
Tt

while the utilisation of a processor core is the sum of the component
utilisation mapped to this core).

5.5.4 Priority assignment algorithms

The work presented in Section 5.3 targets on-line schedulers with dynamic
priority. Another class of scheduling methods use fixed priority. Such priori-
ties are a-priori assigned by the developer before executing the schedulability
analysis, or using one of the many available priority assignment algorithms;
see [DCGBB16] for a survey. As of writing we implemented the following
algorithms in our coordination compiler:
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• Greedy: this algorithm takes each component one by one, executes a
BFS walk-through algorithm over the graph and assign an increasing
priority each time we go to another stage of the graph;

• Rate monotonic: this algorithm sets the highest priority to the lowest
period;

• Deadline monotonic: this algorithm sets the highest priority to the
shortest deadline.

The advised reader may also know that an alternative of the WCRT
analysis presented in Section 5.3 exists for fixed priority component models.
As a matter of completeness, Equation 5.17 computes the WCRT of a com-
ponent under a global fixed priority scheduling policy, still using the work of
Melani et al [MBB+15]. This equation would replace equation 5.13 for such
scheduling methods.

Rk = Lk +
1

m
(Wk − Lk) +

1

m

∑
∀prioi<priok

Wi(Rk) (5.17)

5.5.5 Partitioning algorithms

The work presented in Section 5.3 refers to on-line schedulers classified as
global. According to the taxonomy from [DB11], a global scheduling policy
for multi-core allow different jobs of a same component to be mapped to
different cores. Another class of on-line scheduler is partitioned schedulers.
The idea is to first partition components, and then mapped each partition to
a specific core. Components inside a partition can then be scheduled using
existing single-core oriented algorithm, e.g. Earliest Deadline First (EDF),
Rate Monotonic (RM).

In our coordination compiler, we initiated the possibility to use such
class of on-line schedulers by implemented different partitioning partitioning
algorithms. The list of available algorithm is as follows:

• Greedy partitioning: this algorithm takes each component one by one,
executes a BFS walk-through algorithm over the graph and map each
component to a core selected in a circular accessed list (specific core
target per component is obviously accounted).

• Processor utilisation: this method will balance processor utilisation
over all processors (specific core target per component is obviously
accounted).
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Chapter 6

Code generation

This chapter describes the current state of the third and last block of the
coordination tool chain.

6.1 General concerns

The Code Generator depends on configuration parameters given by the de-
veloper to the tool chain through the configuration file. The generated code
can be compiled and linked with object files generated by the target plat-
form specific compiler to finally execute the application on this platform.
The generated code accounts for specific properties of the hardware and the
execution environment, i.e. operating system. Hence, the generated code
will include all missing pieces of code to manage components and compo-
nent interaction through threads and processes according to the configured
scheduling policy. This management implies different steps including releas-
ing, synchronisation and communication of components. We hereby give
a list of already implemented options for these three categories and high-
light what would be a good configuration depending on the given scheduling
policy.

The code generation block supports all component models described in
Chapter 3, as long as aforementioned preliminary transformations are per-
formed. The outcome of the code generator is C-code.

As of writing the coordination compiler supports the following hardware
and operating systems with the listed scheduling policies:

• Apalis TK1, vanilla Linux: as required for the drone use case from
Sky-Watch and the car parking detector from IRIDA:

– fixed priority, no partitioning, no migration, on-line schedulers

– fixed priority, with partitioning, no migration, on-line schedulers

– dynamic priority, no partitioning, no migration on-line schedulers
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– dynamic priority, with partitioning, no migration on-line sched-
ulers

In addition, we implemented a specific configuration targeting the use of
time and energy profilers, such as powprofiler from SDU.

6.2 Component management

6.2.1 Executing container

The idea behind an executing container is to decide if a component or a
group of components should be executed within a process, or a thread. For
example a developer wishing for a full isolation of components may prefer to
execute each component in its own process. Following is a list of options we
implemented. We are aware though that not all them are always efficient.

• sequential: all components are sequentially executed while respecting
their dependencies in a single main thread;

• individual thread: each component is a thread;

• individual process: similarly, each component is a process;

• grouped thread: a thread per core, components are grouped depending
on their mapping (partitioning scheduling policy) and then executed
in sequence;

• grouped process: similarly as grouped thread, but using processes;

• process+thread: each meta-component is a process, while each com-
ponent is a child thread attached to this process.

6.2.2 Intra-component communication

A dependency in graph-based component models implies a data exchange
between a source and a sink component. Such dependencies are materialised
with a FIFO channel. To access this channel we use the primitives push,
peek, pop [TKA02]. They respectively push/write/send tokens produced by
the source into the channel, peek/interrogate/read tokens from the channel
without consuming them (tokens remain in the channel), and pop/fetch/re-
ceive tokens consumed by the sink. The types of tokens and their transmitted
amount are application dependent. The code generator produces an imple-
mentation of the aforementioned primitives for each required type. These
types are extracted from the coordination specification file, see Chapter 4.

FIFO channels can also be implemented using different techniques de-
pending on the target OS, use constraints and container execution. Following
is a list of options we implemented for FIFO channels:
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• shared memory: use shared memory implemented using circular buffers.
Works for both thread and process containers;

• pipes: use named pipes.

When using shared memory with processes, FIFO channels are stored in
a shared segment of the memory, i.e. using mmap1 for POSIX-compliant
operating systems. We generate one FIFO channel per edge, as edges have
only 1 source and 1 sink, there is no need for extra protection against race
condition.

6.2.3 Component releasing mechanism

There are two types of events to release a component: the beginning of a
new period and the completion of a predecessor. First, we implemented new
period releasing using alarms available within Linux: one alarm per compo-
nent. Second, we implemented different mechanisms to manage predecessor
and successor releasing:

• if-then-else: check if there data are available in the input buffer (using
semaphores for shared resources);

• semaphores: usage of a semaphore to unlock all successor components;

• semaphore per channel: usage of a semaphore to unlock a specific
successor component.

6.3 Application profiling

The component-based application profiling described in this section is based
on our work described in [SSR+19]. This section describes an approach
where a complex application composed of numerous components is profiled
one component per time. A model is later generated mathematically such
that it includes components being profiled one on the top of each other, or in
a larger constrained network where the input of one component can depend
from the output of another.

Energy modeling for complex unpredictable embedded systems is a chal-
lenging task, but is nonetheless relevant since modern embedded architec-
tures range from predictable microcontroller-powered devices to heteroge-
neous platforms executing parallel programs on different cores and compu-
tational units.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mmap
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6.3.1 Overview of the approach

We propose a component-based energy modelling approach to assess the
energy efficiency of complex, power-critical devices, built upon our previ-
ous work on coarse-grained modelling [SSEM19]. Coarse-grained modelling
consists of profiling a discrete set of configurations by varying different com-
ponent configuration parameters, measuring the overall power consumption,
and approximating any missing values. The proposed approach handles com-
putational aspects of heterogeneous hardware.

For instance, it takes into account, but is not limited to, different com-
putational units such as CPU and GPU. For the software, it models an
arbitrary number of components interacting together. The approach can
be of particular interest in energy-aware scheduling, allowing a scheduler to
vary non-functional properties based on the generated energy model. As an
example, the developer specifies application-level energy and a worst-case
execution time measure. The scheduler generates the best possible schedule
and configuration that meets the requirements.

Our work is based on the profiling tool named powprofiler2. The cur-
rent implementation builds an energy model designed for the optimisation
of computational energy, but it can be used in a future setup with a sched-
uler to potentially exploit optimised planning decisions such as dynamic and
static optimal scheduling.

6.3.2 Energy models

In the embedded systems domain, computational energy is traditionally
modelled with the aim to lower power consumption. System-level config-
urations are among the most used [CC05], while some approaches focus on
optimal chip configuration [Mar17]. Others include different computational
units [BLR+14], rely on machine learning techniques [WGL+15], and some
focus on coarse-grained modelling [SSEM19].

Energy models are of particular interest for mobile robots as they are
often characterised by a constrained power budget. With this in mind,
our drone use-case featuring pattern recognition on open water or based in
an agricultural setting was developed based on a coarse-grained component
model. Different components, like edge detection and base station commu-
nication, cooperate such that an image is stored for further analysis if an
object is detected by the drone flying over the sea. The modelling strat-
egy consists of defining different acceptable QoS parameters per component
formally defined as non-functional properties.

2https://bitbucket.org/adamseew/powprofiler
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6.3.3 Component-based modelling

To address the possible uncertainty resulting from running components in a
wider, dependency-constrained network, our approach relies on a component-
based modelling technique. A simple static scheduling algorithm [RRAG19]
that runs components sequentially while calling powprofiler is generated
such that the scheduling algorithm executes components individually at
profile-time. In particular, when a given component executes, a profiling
thread is invoked through the callback powprof_start, along with the con-
figuration that the profiling corresponds to. The scheduler similarly invokes
the callback powprof_stop to stop the profiling thread. In our system, depen-
dencies between components are handled by the scheduler during profiling,
such that components only execute once all of their inputs are available. In
fact, in a complex application, the execution of a given component may of-
ten influence the energy consumed by others. All the profiled data are used
to generate an energy model per-component later saved in a non-functional
properties definition file for the subsequent use by the TeamPlay tool chain.
Base energy, that consists of profiling the system without components for a
certain amount of time, can be subtracted from the per-component energy
model to obtain a component cost value.

Per-component energy can be used by the scheduler to select different
implementations of components to meet an energy budget. The approach
can considerably reduce profiling time and will potentially consist of adding
costs one on top of each other to model components in parallel within certain
system-specific energy boundaries. The resulting value, even if potentially
higher as it might include the energy cost of the system utilities along with
the components, can be still a valid approximation.

6.3.4 From abstraction to real behaviour

In the current setup, when evaluating an energy model per-component in a
wider dataflow computational network, the model can approximate energy
consumption of the network with the cost values. Both coarse-grained (pre-
sented in our previous work) and component-based approaches can be used
as a basis for a wider power modelling decision. The current approach is
faster in execution and simpler from the developer side, as it requires less
effort while helping to determine the best possible configuration within the
energy and QoS constraints. Its validity can be assessed by an equivalent
coarse-grained energy model more closely related to real behaviour since it
was validated against a fine-grained model and demonstrated a close relation.

6.3.5 Battery state of charge

A robust correlation in powprofiler to real scenarios is achieved by modelling
the battery state of charge (SoC), as an abstraction for handling energy ef-
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ficiency of power-critical devices. SoC-featured model can be used for an
energy-efficient scheduling policy as an optimal policy can considerably im-
pact battery life. For instance, a stable power drain of components scheduled
in a battery-aware fashion may drain less energy than distributing the same
computation in a smaller number of power-intensive operations. A utility
that correlates the SoC to the optimal configuration with an optimisation
algorithm is considered future work.
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Chapter 7

TeamPlay use-cases

7.1 The maritime drone use-case (Sky-Watch, SDU)

The maritime drone use-case embeds multiple computing boards, including a
heterogeneous platform that executes our search & rescue application. This
application is split in different blocks that communicates and are executed
in parallel.

This section is organised as follows. We first describe the constraints of
the whole system including hardware, operating environment and software
in Section 7.1.1. In Section 7.1.2, we describe the task model that we use to
represent the use-case application. Then Section 7.1.3 presents the method
we use to gather timing and energy information from the different elements.
Such timing information are then used by Section 7.1.4 when scheduling the
application within the hardware and operating environment. Where some
details about the implementation are given in Section 7.1.5. Finally, Section
7.1.6 presents the experiments we perform to validate the functional and
temporal behaviour of the use-case, before concluding in Section 7.1.7.

7.1.1 Use-case details

This section describes the initial constraints of the use-case by picturing all
the different hardware platforms, applications and operating environments
involved in the document.

The system under study is a fixed-wing drone provided by our industrial
partner Sky-Watch1. The purpose of the drone is to fly above the sea in
order to detect life boats. Upon detection, a rescue team can be physically
sent on site and save people. Figure 7.1 provides a graphical overview of the
considered system including hardware platform, operating environment and
applications interaction. The drone embeds multiple computing platform
that can be split in three parts, flight control, image capture, and payload

1www.sky-watch.com
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Figure 7.1: Overview of the system including hardware, operating environ-
ment and software

application. This last part is mission-specific, also referred as payload appli-
cation, and consists here in detecting life boats on the sea.

The industrial use-case study presented in this paper mainly focuses on
the payload application. Nonetheless, we give some details about the two
other parts of the system, and more importantly, about how they interact
with the payload application as it influences its timing behaviour.

Flight control

To fly in total autonomy, the drone needs an autopilot software stack that is
in charge of piloting the drone above the sea area that needs to be covered.
The mission area is loaded onto the drone before taking off and then the
autopilot pilots it using GPS positioning. A widely used open source au-
topilot software stack, called PX42, is employed into our industrial use-case
and runs on top of a PixHawk 2 platform3 (single-core Cortex M4F, 256 KB
RAM).

The PX4 software communicates with our payload application by means
of Mavlink4 messages sent through a serial port of the PixHawk board.
Among others, theses messages provide time synchronisation, update GPS
coordinates, and enable/disable the search & rescue application. The total
flight area does not need to be fully covered by the search & rescue applica-
tion (e.g. part of the land after taking off), hence to save energy, this part
of the system is activated only when needed by the flight control.

Image capture

To capture images, an Elphel5 processing board is mounted below the drone
with two cameras. The two cameras have a 51◦ field of view and are mounted

2https://px4.io/
3https://pixhawk.org/
4https://mavlink.io/en/
5https://www.elphel.com/
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at a 30◦ angle forward respectively. The initial use for two cameras was
to gather a height estimation of detected objects. For the purpose of this
document, we consider only one camera leaving the height estimation and
the use of the second camera for future work (the second camera is disabled
for our experiments, thus not interfering with the measurements).

The Elphel board runs a regular GNU/Linux, and captured frames are
streamed using standard GStreamer6 libraries. The configured GStreamer
pipeline streams out the image via a HTTP server which is accessible through
an ethernet port on this Elphel board. The camera streams out its image
through its own GStreamer pipeline.

Search & rescue

The search & rescue application runs on a Toradex Apalis TK17 Computer-
on-Module (CoM) hardware platform, which provides an ARM Cortex-A15
CPU (quad-core), 2 GBytes of DDR3 RAM memory and 16 GB of non-
volatile storage. It also provides an NVIDIA Kepler GPU with 192 CUDA
cores. The availability of a GPU device can be exploited in order to optimise
the image processing tasks, and offloading the CPU, resulting in a more
efficient processing.

The Operating System (OS) running on this board is a modified Ubuntu8

which includes NVIDIA proprietary drivers to benefit from the Kepler GPU.
For technical reasons, a Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) or the RT-
patch set for Linux can not be used as neither of them support this hardware
platform.

The initial search & rescue application provided by our industrial partner
has been developed in C++ and OpenCL/Cuda for the detection part. The
provided application is split in different processes and threads, allowing a
parallel execution of the different elements. Processes communicate with
each other using a socket mechanism. All processes and threads are, in this
initial version, scheduled using the default GNU/Linux scheduling policy.

The application receives messages from the flight control through a se-
rial port on the board, and captured frames through its ethernet port. This
search & rescue part of the the system is activated/deactivated upon recep-
tion of a message from the flight control. This allows to save some energy by
not processing frame outside of the configured area of interest. Upon recep-
tion of a toggle image capture message from the flight control, a GStreamer
pipeline is activated, and it downloads a new frame by accessing the HTTP
server running on the Elphel board. This frame is then stored in a queue
for later processing by the detection algorithm (also activated/deactivated
by the same message) embedded into the search & rescue application. After

6https://gstreamer.freedesktop.org/
7https://developer.toradex.com/products/apalis-tk1
8https://ubuntu.com/
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processing an image, a message is sent to the ground control, including in-
formation, such as the GPS coordinates of the detected boats, the number
of detected boats and the image itself for a manual checking. While the
image detection is running, a second GStreamer pipeline records a video of
the flight, using the same frame fetching method as above, also for further
manual checking.

Due to the low speed of the drone, there is no need for a high frame
rate, and depending on the requested altitude (decided before taking off),
the frame rate can go from 2 frames per second to 10 frames per second.
Indeed, the higher the drone is, the wider area a single frame covers, and
lower the frame rate can be.

To avoid false detection, a restriction is given on the size of the detected
object. To be marked as life boats, detected objects must be wider that
0.5m2 on the picture. Obviously the amount of pixels needed for the size of
object depends on the parameters of the cameras (e.g. the focal) and the
altitude.

The hardware and operating system are fixed constraints of the project,
and can not be exchanged. However to reach our new goals of timing pre-
dictability increase and energy consumption decrease, we are able to con-
figure the operating system and alter the software for the search & rescue
part.

7.1.2 Task model

This section presents the first step towards the application of real-time tech-
niques by defining the task model employed in our system. Hence, map-
ping the application structure over well-known abstraction from the real-time
community requires extra care where details are given in this section.

We start by identifying the tasks in the provided system. From the task
set, we then infer the task model that abstract our industrial use-case in
order to apply further timing analyses, e.g. schedulability analyses.

Task identification

Figure 7.2 presents the tasks that we extracted from our partner early devel-
opment. Each sub-figure represents an independent graph which is directed
and acyclic (DAG). In each sub-figure, nodes represent tasks, and edges a
precedence constraint between two tasks. Each node is labelled with a name,
and a period. Each edge is labelled with the amount of data (or token) that
are transmitted along it, some type information about the data are also
presented. The period information were gathered by our SkyWatch, and
extracted from their early integration configuration.

Figure 7.2a pictures the graph of tasks that handles the reception of a
periodic message sent by the flight control (later referred as ΓFC), see Section
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(d) GStreamer pipeline representa-
tion for capturing a video

Figure 7.2: Identified tasks in the payload application

7.1.1. The source of the graph first reads a message arriving on the serial port
and then dispatches it to one of its successors for further processing. Hence,
when a message is received, only one of the sinks is executed depending on
the message content.

Figure 7.2b represents the graph of tasks that detects life boats on the sea
(later referred as ΓDLF ). It first fetches a frame from a queue with atomic
access. The frame is then sent to different tasks for further processing, such
as Exchangeable image file format (Exif9) extraction, object detection, . . . .
Upon successful detection, the number of detected objects is transmitted
to a task (save_to_disk), while the object locations are sent to another
(send_to_GC ). The sink task is here to free allocated memory for the just
processed frame and its corresponding Exif data.

Figures 7.2c and 7.2d (later referred as ΓGI and ΓGV resp.) materialise
the two GStreamer pipelines used to capture a frame from the HTTP server

9https://exifdata.com/
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running on the Elphel board (see Section 7.1.1). The first one, ΓGI , is in
charge of fetching a frame and stores it in a queue with atomic access that
is later accessed by the task graph ΓDLF . The second pipeline, ΓGV also
fetches a frame from the HTTP server, but to reconstruct the video of the
mission that is stored on-board. Each pipeline is executed in a single thread,
and all filters present in each pipeline run sequentially. With this in mind,
and due to the lack of control we have over GStreamer library filters, we
decided to represent each GStreamer pipeline as a single task.

From the task graph ΓFC , we recognise the aforementioned MVMPDAG
from Section 3.4. We therefore use the lowering pass presented in Section
5.5.2 to make it compliant with the well-known periodical task model from
[LL73] where each task are represented with a DAG. Without loss of gener-
ality, a DAG with a single task can still be seen as a graph with only one
node. We therefore split the task graph ΓFC into multiple periodic tasks
(each task become independent), while leaving the task graph ΓDLF intact.
This will allow us to use state-of-the-art analyses for DAG and account for
dependencies.

Once the task graph ΓFC split, information about dependencies are lost.
However they still need to be enforced while executing the application. To
address these dependencies we rely on the priority assignment algorithm,
see Section 5.5.4, that will set a higher priority to the source task of the
initial graph, and lower ones to sinks. This will guarantee that the source is
executed before its sinks.

However, the order of incoming messages can not be inferred and as-
suming a non-preemptive fixed priority schedule, it is fairly obvious that the
functional behaviour of the system will be impacted by the scheduling order
of the successors. We therefore follow the approach from [PFB+11] and rely
on a data freshness protocol. If no new message has been addressed to the
scheduled task, it will rely on the freshest data which were carried by the
last related received message.

Due to the absence of timing constraints in the initial project, we are
not able to extract any information regarding the deadline parameters. As a
satisfying solution for our partner and further timing analyses, we consider
that all deadlines to be implicit. Consequences on the application is that
to process a new frame, the previous one must be complete. This has the
drawback of preventing frame processing parallelism, while having the benefit
of limiting interference on shared resources, e.g. the GPU.

In summary, we have a set of periodic tasks with data-flow dependencies
and implicit deadlines.

Coordination specification

The Listing 7.1 presents the coordination specification related to the mar-
itime drone use-case using the coordination language from Chapter 4. It
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describes the different tasks from Figure 7.2.
You may notice the absence of the two GStreamer tasks from Figures 7.2c

and 7.2d. Due to the lack of control we can have over this library, we can
not neither integrate them in the schedule nor generate coordinated code.
Nonetheless, we state how we account them in the system in Section 7.1.5.

Listing 7.1: Coordination specification for the maritime drone use-case
1 app Drone {
2 energy -available 1J
3 datatypes {
4 (frame , "jpegFrame*" , NULL)
5 (exif , "ExifData*" , NULL)
6 (dependencie , "int" , 0)
7 (integer , "int" , -1)
8 (vector_int , "std::vector <int >*")
9 (pskw_uds_PAYLOAD_message ,

10 "skw_uds_PAYLOAD_message")
11 (pskw_uds_GPS_ATTITUDE_message ,
12 "skw_uds_GPS_ATTITUDE_message")
13 (pskw_uds_GPS_message , "skw_uds_GPS_message")
14 (pskw_uds_CAMERA_message , "skw_uds_CAMERA_message")
15 (pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message ,
16 "skw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message")
17 }
18 components {
19 fetch_message_from_FC {
20 outputs [(hb, 1, pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message)
21 (gps, 1, pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message)
22 (att, 1, pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message)
23 (stat, 1, pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message)
24 (gp, 1, pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message)
25 (pref, 1,pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message)
26 (pay, 1,pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message)
27 (capture, 1,pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message)
28 ]
29 }
30 ctrl_heartbeat {
31 inputs [(in, 1, pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message)]
32 period 1 Hz
33 }
34 ctrl_id_gps_raw {
35 inputs [(in, 1, pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message)]
36 period 1 Hz
37 }
38 ctrl_id_attitude_raw {
39 inputs [(in, 1, pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message)]
40 period 20 Hz
41 }
42 ctrl_id_status_raw {
43 inputs [(in, 1, pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message)]
44 period 1 Hz
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45 }
46 ctrl_id_glob_pos_raw {
47 inputs [(in, 1, pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message)]
48 period 5 Hz
49 }
50 ctrl_SKY_WATCH_DO_PREFLIGHT_CHECK {
51 inputs [(in, 1, pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message)]
52 period 50 Hz
53 }
54 ctrl_SKY_WATCH_CMD_PAYLOAD_STORE {
55 inputs [(in, 1, pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message)]
56 period 1 Hz
57 }
58 ctrl_cmd_capture {
59 inputs [(in, 1, pskw_uds_RAW_MAVLINK_message)]
60 period 10 Hz
61 }
62 fetch_new_frame {
63 outputs [( out,1, frame)]
64 period 100 ms
65 }
66 extract_exif {
67 inputs [(in,1, frame)]
68 outputs [( out,1, exif)]
69 }
70 object_detection {
71 inputs [(in,1, frame)]
72 outputs [( hit,1, integer) (objLoc,1, vector_int)]
73 }
74 augment_exif {
75 inputs [( img,1, frame) (data,1, exif)]
76 outputs [( out,1, exif)]
77 }
78 send_frame_to_GC {
79 inputs [( img,1, frame) (data,1, exif)
80 (objLoc,1, vector_int)]
81 outputs [( out,1, frame)]
82 }
83 save_to_disk {
84 inputs [( img,1, frame) (data,1, exif) (hit,1, integer)]
85 outputs [( out,1, frame)]
86 }
87 free_frame {
88 inputs [( ready,1, frame) (go, 1, frame) (ex, 1, exif)]
89 }
90 }
91 edges {
92 fetch_message_from_FC.hb -> ctrl_heartbeat.in
93 fetch_message_from_FC.gps -> ctrl_id_gps_raw.in
94 fetch_message_from_FC.att -> ctrl_id_attitude_raw.in
95 fetch_message_from_FC.stat -> ctrl_id_status_raw.in
96 fetch_message_from_FC.gp -> ctrl_id_glob_pos_raw.in
97 fetch_message_from_FC.pref ->
98 ctrl_SKY_WATCH_DO_PREFLIGHT_CHECK.in
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99 fetch_message_from_FC.pay ->
100 ctrl_SKY_WATCH_CMD_PAYLOAD_STORE.in
101 fetch_message_from_FC.capture -> ctrl_cmd_capture.in
102 fetch_new_frame.out -> extract_exif.in &
103 object_detection.in & augment_exif.img &
104 send_frame_to_GC.img & save_to_disk.img
105 extract_exif.out -> augment_exif.data
106 object_detection.objLoc -> send_frame_to_GC.objLoc
107 object_detection.hit -> save_to_disk.hit
108 augment_exif.out -> send_frame_to_GC.data &
109 save_to_disk.data & free_frame.ex
110 send_frame_to_GC.out -> free_frame.ready
111 save_to_disk.out -> free_frame.go
112 }
113 }

7.1.3 Timing & Energy Analyses

We estimate the Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) and the Worst-Case
Energy Consumption (WCEC) of each task using a measurement-based tech-
nique, as it is the only feasible approach for our specific hardware platform.
We are not aware of any static analysis tool that support this platform. To
gather measurements we used powprofiler [SSR+19] from SDU, see Section
6.3. Powprofiler is able to both give us the timing of each task, and their
energy consumption.

We generate a specific profiling version of the application, as described
in Section 6.3. Each task is executed in sequence respecting dependencies.

All tasks are executed on the same core, and to emulate a worst-case
timing behaviour we flush the cache before every call to the task code. To
enforce the worst-case behaviour of the object detection algorithm, we rely
on a hand-crafted image that simulates the maximum possible life boats
visible at the highest altitude the drone can fly. While the highest altitude
is given to us by our industrial partner, we had to estimate a worst-case
scenario for the number of possible life boats. We estimated it using the
biggest Oasis-class cruise ship capacity.

The object detection algorithm includes both a CPU part and a GPU
part. We use a synchronous mechanism to use the GPU part which stale the
CPU while the GPU is computing. Therefore, the measured WCET/WCEC
for this particular task includes both parts of the task.

Tasks in our use-case exchange data, this transmission also must be ac-
counted somehow to guarantee that when a task is scheduled on a core,
its data will be present. Data exchanged between tasks within a graph is
done using shared memory. Reading (resp. writing) the consumed (resp.
produced) data by a task using shared memory involve loading (resp. un-
loading) the cache. Because we flush the cache before each call, the data
transmission cost is included in our measured WCET.
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In the implementation section of this paper, Section 7.1.5, we describe
how we implemented our application. We must here acknowledge that we will
use threads to model the tasks as it is the only mechanism (with processes)
available within our OS. Scheduling threads implies a context switching cost
paid each time the executing thread on a core is changed. This cost is
not reflected in our measured WCET as we use a sequential verion of the
application. Therefore, we add a context switch overhead of 48ms to our
measured WCET [DCC07].

Because estimations do not provide an upper bound of the actual WCET/WCEC,
we add an arbitrarily chosen margin of 20% for safety to our estimated values.

7.1.4 Scheduling

This section presents our application of scheduling techniques on the use-
case. First, we set the constraints of the scheduler. Then we summarise
the related Worst-Case Response Time (WCRT) and schedulability analysis
that we applied. Finally, we describe our methodology to select scheduling
parameters such as priority and mapping.

Among the vast choice of scheduling policy offered to us, see [DCGBB16]
for a survey, we selected the combination of options that offers us the maxi-
mum predictability. We therefore apply a partitioned fixed priority schedul-
ing policy without preemption [CBNB18]. This combination gives us the
maximum control on the execution. By being partitioned, we decide on
what core each task will be executed. By using fixed priorities, we influence
the execution order. And by avoiding preemption, we prevent interference
among our application tasks.

We therefore use the schedulability analysis provided by Casini et al.
[CBNB18] and summarised in Section 13.

7.1.5 Integration

This sections aims at presenting the integration steps to reach a successful
deployment of the application. These integration steps include the tuning
we performed on the OS in order to reach a level of predictability compatible
with our new goals, as well as the tuning of the initial application.

Tweaking the OS

The stock Linux kernel does not provide real-time capabilities. To reach
soft real-time capability, it is necessary to apply a patch set PREEMPT-RT
on its source code. However, the presence of proprietary NVIDIA driver
prevents us from using this patch set. To overcome this situation, we need
to limit as much as possible the interference between the system and our
application tasks.
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A major source of interference from the kernel are interrupt handlers.
An interrupt is an event requesting an immediate attention from the pro-
cessor. The processor must then stops the current executing code to exe-
cute a function called an handler to process this event. To limit the inter-
ference of handlers on our task, we configure our OS to map all possible
handlers on a specific CPU on which we do not schedule any of our applica-
tion task, by setting the value 1 in /proc/irq/default_smp_affinity and all
/proc/irq/*/smp_affinity.

Similarly, the scheduler in the Linux kernel is designed to manage re-
sources system-wide and per CPU. Hence, each CPU periodically executes
a kernel scheduler task to examine its current state or perform some house-
keeping. This feature is called real-time scheduler throttling and creates
undesirable interference on our application task. We therefore disable this
feature by forbidding the OS scheduler to preempt our application task by
setting the value −1 in /proc/sys/kernel/sched_rt_runtime_us.

Another major source of interference from the system are a set of services
provided in a stock Ubuntu/Linux. While these services are convenient for
a general purpose usage, they can generate interference with our application
tasks by polluting the cache when scheduled on the same core. We therefore
customised our OS by disabling all extra services started at boot time, e.g.
cupsd the printing service daemon, with update-rc.d -f servicename remove.
The benefits of disabling these services is a decrease of the processes/threads
that interfere with our tasks as well as a lower memory footprint of the
system.

To increase our control on the OS, we selected a partitioned scheduling
policy, see Chapter 5. And we need mechanism to specify at the beginning
of each thread on which physical core they have to run. Hence, we use the
POSIX primitive pthread_setaffinity_np to map a thread to a physical core.
However, the use of this primitive is not possible in the provided Ubun-
tu/Linux environment. In fact, the Tegra driver installed in the OS embeds
a CPU governor. This governor drives the on/off state of the available on
the platform. When a heavy workload is executed, the governor spawns ad-
ditional cores and balance the workload. While this is mechanism allows
to save energy, it prevents the use of partitioned scheduling. On a tim-
ing perspective, the governor adds thread migration costs that are difficult
to measure, and migration point are based on decision we do not control,
i.e. NVIDIA Tegra driver are proprietary. To increase our control on the
OS, and its predictability, we disabled this governor by setting the value
0 in /sys/devices/system/cpu/cpuquiet/tegra_cpuquiet/enable and enabled
all required cores for our application, by setting the value 1 in all /sys/de-
vices/system/cpu/*/online.
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Enforcing the Schedule

The targeted operating System (OS) offers us different limited real-time
scheduling possibilities. The two schedulers available in a stock Linux kernel
are SCHED_FIFO and SCHED_RR. Both of them will queue the ready to
execute threads. Then the next scheduled thread is the one with the highest
priority. When two threads have the same highest priority, SCHED_FIFO
will break the tie by considering the first arrived in the queue (first-in first-
out), while SCHED_RR applies a round-robin technique with a predefined
fair execution time. From Section 5.5.4, we set different priorities for all of
our tasks, therefore we can interchangeably use one and other. We arbitrarily
selected SCHED_FIFO.

Enforcing fixed priority is therefore straightforward. At the creation of
a new thread using the POSIX primitive pthread_create we set the priority
we decided a priori for the corresponding task using the results from Section
5.5.4.

Enforcing a partitioned scheduling policy is also straightforward using the
POSIX primitive pthread_attr_setaffinity_np before the thread is created.
Choice of mapping is performed using the results from Section 5.5.5.

Finally, enforcing a non-preemptive schedule is realised using aforemen-
tioned technique to limit the interference with the real-time scheduler throt-
tling mechanism.

However, our OS still uses other services that we can not disable, and
as mentioned earlier we need to a core to handle interrupts. We therefore
reserve a core for the system, and only scheduled our application on the
remaining one. Our application tasks and the related schedulability analysis
from Section 13 only account for 3 of the 4 cores available on our platform
(see Section 7.1.1).

Code Generation

The body of each task is given to us by our partner. However it is our duty
to generate all the glue code regarding synchronisation, communication, and
task management. To accomplish it we rely on our tool described in Chapter
2 and especially the Code Generation part presented in Chapter 6.

Each DAG task is a process (fork) and each subtask is a thread. This
separation is a constrained from our industrial partner and allow sustain-
ability other tasks when one crashes. When a thread of a task crashes, the
whole process crashes but when a process crashes the other one forked keep
running. To enforce communication between processes we use Unix pipes
while to allow communication between threads, we use shared memory.
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7.1.6 Experiments

This section presents our early experiments comparing the performance of
the SkyWatch early development and our coordination toolchain generation.
Figures 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 all display the measurements of the execution
required to handle a frame (blue line) and the memory usage (red line) using
different configurations. These measurements have been performed using the
timing analysis technique presented in Section 7.1.3.

Figure 7.3: Initial version from our partner on a vanilla Ubuntu given by the
board provider.

Figure 7.3 is our baseline, and corresponds to the early development of
SkyWatch using the stock Ubuntu/Linux provided by Toradex for its Apalis
TK1. We can observe that the execution time is in average 2.18 s, while the
WCET is 2.6 s. In the meantime, we can observe that the execution time
for a frame is not stable, i.e. some inexplicable spikes in both directions.
Also, the memory usage keeps increasing linearly, and this is due to the time
to process a frame that is to high compared to the configured frame rate of
2 images per seconds (see Section 7.1.1). Hence, each captured images are
stored in the memory and sequentially processed.

Figure 7.4: Initial version from our partner on a tuned Ubuntu, see Section
7.1.5.

Figure 7.4 displays the measurements regarding the same code base as
Figure 7.3 but using a tuned Ubuntu/Linux as described in Section 7.1.5.
We can observe that the execution time is in average 2.12 s, while the WCET
is 2.2 s. We observe here that the execution time per frame is more stable,
and but still to high for the frame rate. The memory usage keeps increasing
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to fast.

Figure 7.5: Initial version from our partner, using Zero-copy mechanism,
optimised detection algorithm on a tuned Ubuntu, see Section 7.1.5.

Figure 7.4 displays the measurements regarding the tuned Ubuntu/Linux
as Figure 7.4. But for this experiment we optimised the code. This opti-
mised version accounts for the specificities of the architecture and lower the
complexity of the detection algorithm. First, the GPU is embedded to the
chip, so there is no need to copy data to/from a specific memory for the
GPU. The CPU and the GPU share the shared memory. Then, we gave
more job to do to the GPU part of the object detection algorithm, without
going too much into details, it decrease the part of the algorithm carried by
the CPU, and therefore improve the average and worst-case performance as
shown in Figure 7.4. We can observe that the execution time is in average
0.44 s, while the WCET is 0.87 s. We are now able to provide some qual-
ity of services as the memory does not saturate anymore. Nonetheless, the
execution time per frame is still not stable as shown by the spikes.

Figure 7.6: Our proposed version with all above optimisations, with a careful
priority assignment and mapping on core, see Section 7.1.4.

Last, Figure 7.6 displays the measurements regarding the tuned Ubun-
tu/Linux as previously and using the coordination toolchain from Chapter
2 on the specification from Section 7.1.2. The execution time per frame is
now stable with an average execution time of 0.4 s and a WCET of 0.43 s.
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7.1.7 Summary of future work

One of the goal of this use-case is to decrease the energy consumption of
the application. However, we can not yet link the improvements presented
in Section 7.1.6 to this metrics for technical reasons. We therefore leave the
energy consumption estimation for future work.

7.2 Deep learning (Irida Labs)

The objective of the Deep Learning use-case is to develop and implement
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) on platforms of different computa-
tional capacity, to evaluate the TeamPlay tool chain in a real-world scenario.
To this end, Irida Labs has implemented, trained and validated a CNN that
can draw a decision, with a very high confidence level, on whether a car park-
ing slot is occupied or not. This CNN model can run either autonomously or
in multiple instances, as part of a greater smart car-parking monitoring sys-
tem that will monitor, in real-time, a car parking lot with multiple parking
slots.

For TeamPlay’s predictable architectures, Irida Labs has designed from
scratch and implemented a custom CNN of compact size with a very small
memory footprint, so as to fit on the Cortex-M0 based, Nucleo-64 board,
while also retaining very high accuracy results. However, this custom CNN
is oriented for restricted-resource hardware and can not adequately address
the complex architecture of the TK1 board. Hence, Irida Labs migrated to
a more sophisticated CNN model: the SqueezeNet v1.1 model [IHM+16].

At the time it was proposed, SqueezeNet achieved the same accuracy as
AlexNet, but with 50 times less weights. SqueezeNet follows these key ideas:

• replacement of 3× 3 filters with 1× 1 filters, since 1× 1 kernels have
9 times fewer parameters;

• employment of 1 × 1 filters as a bottleneck layer to reduce depth to
reduce computation of the following 3× 3 filters;

• down-sampling deep in the network so that convolution layers have
large activation maps. This might sound counter intuitive, but the
later the data are down-sampled (e.g. by using strides greater than
1) the more information is retained for the layers in between, which
increases accuracy.

The building block of SqueezeNet is called fire module contains two layers
a) a squeeze layer and b) an expand layer. In SqueezeNet multiple fire
modules are stacked with a few pooling layers. The squeeze layer and expand
layer keep the same feature map size, while the former reduce the depth
to a smaller number, the later recovers it. This squeeze(bottleneck layer)-
expand design approach is common in neural architectures. Another common
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pattern is increasing depth while reducing feature map size to get a more
high level abstraction. Fire modules as well as the lack of fully connected
layers are great ways to reduce the model size. By applying these techniques
SqueezeNet achieves accuracy levels above AlexNet with 50x less weights.
Thus the model is well suited for mobile applications. The network’s training
architecture used in TeamPlay car-parking use case is depicted in Figure 7.7.

7.2.1 Software Implementation

Irida Labs has developed a framework, where certain components realise
certain functions of the whole software application. This preliminary im-
plementation also includes simplified open source libraries that are directly
compiled together within the project. Those libraries provide functionality
and utilities related with the project development, like PNG image reading,
project automatic versioning, CNN data file organisation, debug capabilities
(during development), error control, thread-pooling support etc. For ease of
use, the implementation has been based on the open source vp-cpp-template
10 development project / framework. The lodePNG 11 open source library
is also used with relative modifications. In this preliminary version, the
primary components developed and/or used are:

• The main-application component

• The CNN-network component

• The cnnLoader component

• The imageLoader component

• The lodePNG component

• The PThreadPool component

Other auxiliary components, such as CECS error control are less relevant
for the main functionality of the use-case scenario. Figure 7.8 depicts an
overall generic file structure of the application using an object diagram.

7.2.2 The main-application component

This component is implementing a simple approach of the required task:
Having available a number of IN images that must be classified, prepare
and use a CNN with NT threads under T Tasks, in order to classify those
images.

During the initialization phase this component loads the CNN’s data
using the cnnLoader component and initializes properly the memory values

10https://github.com/terablade2001/vp-cpp-template
11https://github.com/lvandeve/lodepng
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Figure 7.7: The SqueezeNet v1.1 training model architecture
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Figure 7.8: Generic file view using an Object Diagram
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of the CNN network component. Then it preloads the image paths and
actual labels that needs to be classified and verified, using the imageLoader
component. The threading setup can change before each compilation from
the following definitions:

• TASKS: #define MAX_TASKS (8)

• THREADS: #define MAX_THREADS (4)

Based on these two parameters MAX_TASKS and MAX_THREADS a
thread pool is initialized using the PThreadPool module and proper memory
is allocated for every Task.

This means that the number of Tasks is depending on the available mem-
ory of the system. Also the higher the number of Tasks the less threads tends
to sleep for synchronization due to the use of TPool.Wait(). Ideally the num-
ber of Tasks T should be equal to the number of images that are going to be
processed, or at least as higher as possible. However for code benchmarking
defined custom number of Tasks is preferred.

For every image to be classified, a number of Tasks is initialized by using
specific allocated intermediate memory of the CNN network. Another thing
to notice is that multiple images are going to use the same memory buffers,
thus it caution is required so that images that are using the same memory
buffers are not processed in parallel. For this reason the Tactive array is
introduced. When a thread starts to process an image, if another image is
using the same memory buffers, then the thread is blocked depending on
a condition q_cnd and when the other images has finished, the condition
unblocks the next blocking thread, to process the new image in the same
memory buffers.

After having setup all the Tasks, they are added to the Thread-Pool
for processing. The processing time for completed all Tasks, is measured
using TIC and TOC macros. The process for every Task is done via the a
Thread_Execute() function. According to that function, for every Task the
requested image is loaded and pre-processed by the imageLoader component
and then forwarded to the CNN network. The results for every task are kept
in a ResultArray[] variable. Finally, after a results logging-printing phase
the program proceed to shutdown phase.

7.2.3 CNN network component

This component is actually implemented in a form of C API. However C++
is used for debugging issues with the C++ CCEXP component. This com-
ponent has 2 Memory buffers (MemBuffA, MemBuffB) where activations
per layer are kept in a consecutive progressive ping-pong way. Those buffers
has allocated size which is thread-depended, thus multiple images in parallel
to use specific parts of those buffers without messing threads-data around.
Furthermore, this component contains a 2D array which contains Weights
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and Bias coefficients per layer. Those coefficients are actually read-only by
the threads, thus they are not thread-dependent. Different API auxiliary
functions are used in this component in order to prepare and handle I/O
data. However two are the most important functions in this case:

PreProcessRGBImage(): This function, as the name suggests, is actually
pre-processing the input data and converting them from uint8_t type to
proper float type (in case where DTYPE is equal to float). It contains 3
different implementation of pre-processing, depending the input; only one
implementation however is used for the specific project implementation.

CNNNetwork(): This is the main function that applies the CNN model
over the pre-processed image data. This process involves consecutive appli-
cation of different compute elements (or layers). A common characteristic of
that network is that it has a lot of layers that can work in parallel (although
in this implementation this is not happened) taking data from one input and
writing them out to two different outputs, which are then used as one input
again by the following up layers.

7.2.4 The cnnLoader component

The cnnLoader component is implemented as a class and it’s purpose is to
load a provided .ccexp file with proper format and to copy the required data
to the CNN network component’s memory. The .ccexp files are generated
with proper software from standard Deep Learning frameworks, and provide
an intermediate, easy to access, format without the need of more complex
and advanced libraries like the Google’s protobuffer.

7.2.5 The imageLoader component

The imageLoader component is implemented as a class and among its func-
tions the two most important are:

preloadImagePaths(): This is responsible for reading a text file with im-
age paths and (verification) labels and keeping them in the string vectors
vImagePath and vImageLabel correspondingly for later use.

loadAndPreprocessImage(): This function loads the PNG images using
the textitlodePNG component and preprocess them using the PreProcess-
RGBImage of the CNN-network component.

7.2.6 Preliminary results

Irida Labs has built two pre-configured build systems, used to compile and
run the project structure, based onMinGW and TK1 compilers for Windows
OS and Ubuntu OS respectively. After successful compilation we run the
application on both targets and acquired the following results:
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TK1 -CarParking -Benchmark

------ Program Version: [0.728] -----------
SQNet 1.1 :: Max Activation Elements: 817216, Bytes: 3268864
Loading CNN Data file ...... file loaded!
Initializing imageLoader ...... done!
--------------------------------------------------
SETUP:

- Number of Images per Iteration: 30
- Number of Tasks: 8
- Number of Threads: 4
- Number of Iterations: 1

--------------------------------------------------
Tasks group #1 completed.
Tasks group #2 completed.
Tasks group #3 completed.
Tasks group #4 completed.
Total Time: 9776.830 msec
Time per Image: 325.894 msec
Time per Task: 2607.155 msec

- Tasks Per Second: 0.38
--------------------------------------------------
---------------- Program completed ---------------------

TK1 -CarParking -Benchmark.exe

------ Program Version: [0.728] -----------
SQNet 1.1 :: Max Activation Elements: 817216, Bytes: 3268864
Loading CNN Data file ...... file loaded!
Initializing imageLoader ...... done!
--------------------------------------------------
SETUP:

- Number of Images per Iteration: 30
- Number of Tasks: 8
- Number of Threads: 4
- Number of Iterations: 1

--------------------------------------------------
Tasks group #1 completed.
Tasks group #2 completed.
Tasks group #3 completed.
Tasks group #4 completed.
Total Time: 3664.942 msec
Time per Image: 122.165 msec
Time per Task: 977.318 msec

- Tasks Per Second: 1.02
--------------------------------------------------
---------------- Program completed ---------------------
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7.2.7 Summary and future work

Irida Labs has implemented in C/C++ version of a well-known CNN model
(SqueezeNet v1.1) to better address the hardware complexities of the TK1
board in the context of the smart car-parking use-case scenario. To this end,
a custom framework has been developed, for running applications on the
TK1 board, based on in-house and open-source libraries and software. The
aforementioned framework uses thread-pooling for execution concurrency.
The application has been benchmarked and preliminary execution-timing
results are provided. Upcoming work involves, among others, to make the
application compatible with TeamPlay’s scheduling software so as to use and
evaluate the TeamPlay tool chain for the complex architectures.

7.3 Space communication (Thales Alenia Space)

Thales Alenia Space in Spain (TAS-E) provides an image processing use
case. The platform for the use case consists on the LEON3FT, an ESA
qualified processor, and an RTOS that is currently being developed to be
qualified by ESA with SMP capabilities. Such use case fits in the scope of
the project, since the system must fulfil non-functional requirements, such
as power consumption plus timeliness in the form of a real-time system with
time constraints.

An image processing algorithm (Sobel) has been chosen to run on the
LEON3FT processor. This kind of algorithms usually are intensive and
need a lot of resources to run at significant speeds. For this use case a
parallel processing of an image has been chosen. An image will be sent to
the dual-core processor through an Space Wire interface and then it will be
decomposed and processed by the two cores in parallel. The output will be
sent back to the computer which will then check that the algorithm has been
correctly performed.

7.3.1 Current status of the demonstrator

At M18 the demonstrator has been fully deployed and it can process images,
as described in Report on Test Bench Demonstrators and Test Procedures:
“an image is received by through an SpW input channel, a Sobel algorithm
is applied to the image and the image is sent back to another SpW output
channel”.

The baseline for the demonstrator has slightly changed from the original
description, by porting the software to RTEMS using a SMP scheduler.

The image processing has also changed. Rather than processing two im-
ages in different cores, now the Sobel algorithm is parallelised and one half
image is processed on each of the LEON3 cores. This scenario resembles
real situations where the processing speed of the data from a single source
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Figure 7.9: Communications in Space Demonstrator Architecture

(i.e. camera sensor) is critical for the success of the mission. This paralleli-
sation ensures that the data is sent to the downlink at the specified rate of
the mission.

7.3.2 Software components

The current implementation requires considerable refactoring into different
software components because for now it exposes some degree of coupling
and also depends on a real-time operating system (RTOS). The identified
software components are:

• SpW receiver,

• SpW sender,

• image dispatcher,

• image recomposer,

• Sobel algorithm.

The last mentioned component could be refactored into more components:
x-gradient, y-gradient, magnitude, etc. The final implementation will consist
of 6 tasks: 2 for communication, 2 for image handling and (at least) 2 for
Sobel processing.

The current implementation of the software has been tested on two dif-
ferent platforms (FPGA and GR712RC). We created some scripting to au-
tomate the demonstrator. As there is no real input for the SpW channels,
the approach is to generate raw data that is compiled along with the source
code. This data is taken by one SpW channel as input data from the mem-
ory and processed. The processed image is then sent in loop-back mode from
the output SpW channel to the input SpW channel. After test execution
the processed data is still in the memory that is dumped automatically by
scripts, so the actual result can be seen on the host machine.
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7.4 Online monitoring of attack attempts (Secure-
IC)

In this use-cases, the goal is to build a security-sensitive application profiler
that can potentially be used in the on-line scheduling in order to optimise
the security level.

7.4.1 Security analysis

In the context of the TeamPlay project the security aspect has been focused
on (horizontal and vertical) side-channel attacks. These attacks include:

• horizontal attacks: such as Simple Power Analysis (SPA), Cache-timing
(CT);

• vertical attacks: such as Differential Power Analysis (DPA) and Cor-
relation Power Analysis (CPA).

Starting from an unprotected cipher-suite, using the security evaluation
tools presented in D4.3, it is possible to detect and characterise potential
vulnerabilities at source-code level that can lead to both horizontal and ver-
tical leakages. Naturally the characterisation of vulnerabilities gives their
level of criticality. Corrections of these vulnerabilities can be performed on
the source-code itself. The code then can be re-evaluated in order to verify
that these vulnerabilities have, in fact, been mitigated. This gives different
versions of cipher-suite, each one more or less protected against side-channel
attacks. We take the number of detected vulnerabilities to be an indicator
of the level of security for each cryptographic primitive.

Depending on the deployed protection, the added code will introduce
more complexity, which means that the protected version of the cipher-suite
is more time-consuming and more energy-consuming. As an example, con-
sider the modular exponentiation algorithm presented in algorithm 7.4.1.

Running the security analysis tool presented in D4.3 reports 3 detected
vulnerabilities. Some of these vulnerabilities can be exploited to recover a
secret variable (exponent d) on which the security of the whole system relies.

Figure 7.10 shows the output of the security analysis tool that reports
the found vulnerabilities in the proposed implementation.

These vulnerabilities are reported in the form of a graph where a circle rep-
resents a function name and a rectangle represents the line of code where the
vulnerability was detected. A vertex between two circle vertexes is tagged
with the line of code (file name, line of code) where that corresponds to
the function call. A vertex between a circle vertex and a rectangle vertex
is tagged with the sensitive variable that was found to be leaking. In this
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ALGORITHM 7.4.1: RSA modular exponentiation
Input : M ∈ ZN , d = (dn−1, .., d0)2
Output : Md ∈ ZN or "Error"

1 R[0] ← r (r is a uniform random ∈ Z∗N )
2 R[1] ← r−1

3 R[2] ←M
4 foreach i ∈ {0, .., n− 1} do
5 R[di] ← R[di].R[2]
6 R[2] ← R[2]2

7 if R[0].R[1].M = R[2] then
8 return r.R[1]

9 else
10 return "Error"

Figure 7.10: Security evaluation: reported vulnerabilities for algorithm of
algorithm 7.4.1

example we found three reported vulnerabilities, one of which is relative
to the way the modular exponentiation was implemented (algorithm of al-
gorithm 7.4.1): line 205 of the sic_montgomery_mod_expo function. This
particular vulnerability happens to be critical as it is a table access that de-
pends on a secret variable (the exponent d, which corresponds to the variable
E.p). Algorithm 7.4.2 highlights this particular vulnerability in the modular
exponentiation algorithm.

A potential fix of this vulnerability is presented in algorithm 7.4.3.
Running the security analysis on the second implementation reports the

vulnerabilities presented in the graph of Figure 7.11.

Table 7.1 summarises the results of the security analysis performed on
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ALGORITHM 7.4.2: RSA modular exponentiation (cache-timing vulnera-
bility)
Input : M ∈ ZN , d = (dn−1, .., d0)2
Output : Md ∈ ZN or "Error"

1 R[0] ← r (r is a uniform random ∈ Z∗N )
2 R[1] ← r−1

3 R[2] ←M
4 foreach i ∈ {0, .., n− 1} do
5 R[di] ← R[di].R[2]
6 R[2] ← R[2]2

7 if R[0].R[1].M = R[2] then
8 return r.R[1]

9 else
10 return "Error"

ALGORITHM 7.4.3: protected RSA modular exponentiation
Input : M ∈ ZN , d = (dn−1, .., d0)2
Output : Md ∈ ZN

1 R[0] ← r (r is a uniform random ∈ Z∗N )
2 R[1] ← r−1

3 R[2] ←M
4 foreach i ∈ {0, .., n− 1} do
5 mask ← -!!(di)
6 R[1] ← R[1].(( R[2] ∧ mask) ∨ (1 ∧ mask )
7 R[2] ← R[2]2

8 return r.R[1]

different versions.

Target Conditional Pointer Total
Implementation Branching Dereferencing
RSA-unprotected (Alg 7.4.1) 2 1 3
RSA-protected (Alg 7.4.3) 2 0 2

Table 7.1: Number of vulnerabilities reported for two RSA modular expo-
nentiation primitives implementing two protection levels

7.4.2 Cache-timing attack detection

Side-channel attacks in general have a stealthy nature. In the general case,
they are considered as passive attacks in the sense that they rely on some ob-
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Figure 7.11: Security evaluation: reported vulnerabilities for algorithm of
algorithm 7.4.3

served physical property of the target (Power consumption, electromagnetic
emanations, . . . ). Cache-timing attacks are an exception. In fact when per-
forming cache-timing attacks the attacker measures the time it takes to load-
/erase certain data into/from the cache which is considered a side-channel
. However, in order to able to perform these operations, she first has to
probe the cache which is intrusive in the sense that the victim might be able
to observe some abnormal behaviour. In this use-cases, we focus on cache-
timing attacks in order to build a security-sensitive application profiler for
the different security levels of the cipher-suite.

Lately, cache attacks on Intel x86 CPUs have raised a lot of attention
in the scientific community. Multiple cache side channels exploits have been
demonstrated. Examples include Prime& Probe, Flush& Reload, Evict&
Reload and Flush& Flush [GMWM16].

Until recently, these attacks were not considered to be real threats to
embedded devices due to micro-architectural dependencies (cache inclusivity,
cache replacement policy, . . . ). However, multiple research work pointed
out their feasibility on embedded systems, in particular on ARM processors
[LGS+16, Kee17]. Authors of [LGS+16] presented the main challenges of
porting these attacks to an ARM-based devices. In [Kee17] authors put
forward a tool that reproduces cross-core Flush& Reload attacks on ARM
TrustZone in order to recover secret information.

In the following, we explain the working principle for each of the afore-
mentioned attacks and the effect from the victim point of view.

• Prime& Probe: The attacker first occupies a specific cache set. She
then waits for the victim process to be scheduled. It then determines
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Figure 7.12: ODROID XU4 processor architecture

which cache sets are still occupied.

• Flush& Reload: The attacker first maps a binary (a shared object) into
the address space. Then it flushes a cache line from the cache. She
then waits for the victim process to be scheduled. Finally she checks if
the previously flushed cache line has been loaded by the victim process.
From a the victim side, this induces a cache-miss when accessing the
cache-line flushed by the attacker.

• Flush& Flush: Unlike Flush& Reload the Flush& Flush attack does
not require any memory access. It is rather based on the execution
time of the flush operation. The attacker first flushes a target cache-
line. She then waits for the victim process to be scheduled. Finally she
flushes once more the target cache-line and computes the time it takes
to perform this operation which she then uses to infer if the target
cache-line has been recently used by the victim or not. From a the
victim side, this induces (like the Flush& Reload attack) a cache-miss
when loading the flushed cache-line.

Without any doubt, the Flush& Reload and Flush& Flush attack tech-
niques are more powerful as they are more fine-grained and allow to target
specific cache-lines rather then cache-sets. Although, it is possible from the
victim point of view to perceive the difference in the cache behaviour (as
they add some cache-misses).

In the context of the Teamplay project, these attacks are relevant as
they apply to ARM-based heterogeneous architectures. In this use-case, we
will focus on the ODROID board for which we build a security-sensitive
application profiler. The ODROID-XU4 (cf. Figure 7.12) board is equipped
with the Exynos-5422 processor. It is composed of 8 cores:

• 4 Cortex-A7 each holding a 32 KB Data cache and a 32 KB Instruction
cache (which composes the L1 cache). They all share a 512 KB L2-
cache.
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Figure 7.13: Security application profiler

• 4 Cortex-A15 each holding a 32 KB Data cache and a 32 KB Instruction
cache (which composes the L1 cache). They all share a 2 MB L2-cache.

7.4.3 Security application profiler

The idea behind the security-sensitive application profiler is to statistically
profile the normal behaviour of a security-sensitive application (or any other
application) against different hardware performance counters. In particular,
those of special interest include the number of cache-miss and cache-hits on
multiple cache levels as well as the number of clock cycles.

In practice, in order to have access to this information, we use the Per-
formance Application Programming Interface (PAPI) [TJYD10]. It provides
an interface to use the performance counters hardware found in most ma-
jor microprocessors. This enables us to see in near real-time the relation
between software performance and processor events.

Using the PAPI library, we build the security application profiler. The
diagram of figure 7.13 explains the structure of the tool.

Given two versions of the RSA implementation corresponding to two
different levels of security, the security-sensitive application profiler will be
used to build a model (nominal system behavior) for each one of them (cf.
Figure 7.14). The final output is a security file that have to be passed to
an online-monitor whose role is to check during run-time that the nominal
system behaviour is as expected.
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Figure 7.14: Nominal system behavior profiling for different code versions

In the following, we introduce the information contained in the security mod-
els, based on the profiling use-case study.

7.4.4 Online monitoring

The monitor and the profiler principle are quite the same. However, the
latter is used in a controlled environment in order to build the reference be-
haviour. The monitor should be able to measure, while the security-sensitive
application is running, the number of cache-hits and cache-misses and the
hardware performance counters that are deemed relevant to the detection
phases based on the built model.

In principle the online monitor should be composed of two parts:

1. A component to perform the Hardware performance counters access:
this part can be directly implementation around the security-sensitive
part of the code (previously identified by the security-analysis tools).
Or using a stand-alone process shows role is to access and dump the
relevant hardware performance counters before and after the scheduling
of the security-sensitive application (in this case it should be handled
by the scheduler)

2. A component to perform the comparison with the reference model and
notify the scheduler when something is wrong.

Once abnormal behaviour has been detected, the scheduler is required to
optimise the level of security at the expense of time and energy: raising the
level of security by selecting a more secure version of the security sensitive
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application (Lev1 → Lev2). This part of the use-case will be elaborated
more in future works as the work on online scheduling evolves.

7.4.5 Deriving the nominal system behaviour

In this section we use the previously described security-sensitive application
profiler in order to build nominal-system behaviour on the two versions of the
RSA modular exponentiation implementations (corresponding to two levels
of security).

We run the security application profiler on the ODROID-XU4 board
running a Linux-based operating system. A first thing to note is that per-
formance counters on this board are not accessible. One needs to activate
user-mode access using a kernel module, although some kernel versions have
this feature already built-in and performance counters are already available
in user-mode 12.

The cipher suite implementing primitives with different levels of security
presented above is used to perform the profiling. Each algorithm is run
several times on the target platform in order to establish its normal behaviour
in run-time.

The PAPI library implements interfaces to access more then 100 per-
formance counters. Depending on the processor, some of them are not
present. Using the PAPI library on the ODROID-XU4 board we have access
to the hardware performance counters presented in table 7.2. Amongst those
hardware performance counters, we pick the hardware performance counters
coloured in blue in the table.

7.4.6 Profiling results of the unprotected RSA modular ex-
ponentiation

The results of the unprotected RSA modular exponentiation profiling are de-
picted in Figure 7.15. These results show that basically all the hardware per-
formance counters histograms are normally shaped. This observed Gaussian
distribution actually states that there is in fact a normal behaviour (centred)
from which the security-sensitive application can deviate (variance).

The security model of the unprotected RSA implementation is defined
as follows:

Perfc→ [meanPerfc, DevPerfc] (7.1)

where:
12This set-up is, of course, considered not secure as an attacker can use these hardware

performance counters to mount certain attacks, e.g. the ability of the attacker to measure
time in cache-timing attacks is predicated on the the access to some cycle counters.
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Abbreviation Definition
L1_DCM Level 1 data cache misses
L1_ICM Level 1 instruction cache misses
L2_DCM Level 2 data cache misses
L2_TCM Level 2 total cache misses
TLB_DM Data translation lookaside buffer misses
TLB_IM Instr translation lookaside buffer misses
HW_INT Hardware interrupts
BR_MSP Conditional branch instructions mispred
TOT_INS Total instructions executed
LD_INS Load instructions executed
SR_INS Store instructions executed
BR_INS Total branch instructions executed
TOT_CYC Total cycles executed
L1_DCA L1 D Cache Access
L2_DCA L2 D Cache Access
L1_ICA L1 instruction cache accesses

Table 7.2: List of all hardware performance counters available on the
ODROID-XU4 with PAPI library

(a) L-1 instruction cache miss (L1_ICM) (b) L-1 data cache miss (L1_DCM)

(c) L-2 data cache miss (L2_DCM) (d) Tocal cycles (TOT_CYC)

Figure 7.15: Hardware performance counters profiling of unprotected RSA
implementation on ODROID-XU4
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• Perfc: is the performance counter.

• meanPerfc: is the expectation.

• DevPerfc: is the acceptable deviation.

Applied to the chosen performance counters in this use-case, this yields
the following four inputs:

• L1_ICM → [1650, 200]

• L1_DCM → [2550, 100]

• L2_DCM → [2090, 70]

• TOT_CYC→ [650000, 30000]

7.4.7 Summary and future work

In this use-case we focused on building a security application profiler that
is able to output a nominal behaviour of the system with regards to hard-
ware performance counters. In particular, we focused on the cache-miss per-
formance counters as it enables the system to detect ongoing cache-timing
attacks. In the future, the focus will be on building the online monitoring
component that takes as input the security models produced by the profiler.
Based on the model, its job is to detect on-going attacks attempts and make
the information available for the scheduler in order for the latter to optimise
the level of security at the expense of time and energy.
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